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ABSTRACT

The structural design requirements of shock- and
vibration -resistant shipboard electronic e q u ip m e n t
are stiffness and lightness, which imply high struc-
tural natural frequencies. These two fundamental
desigr characteristics are advanced principally on the
b as is of practical solutions of problems involved in
evaluations of electronic equipment at NRL, with re-
spect to their ability to withstand shock and vibration
phenomena. Compliance with these practical guides
will eliminate most of the avoidable difficulties that
repeatedly o c c u r in evaluation procedures, and will
contribute to the development of reliable equipmer,.

PROBLEM STATUS

This is a final report on one phase of the prob-
lem; work on the general problem is continuing.

AUTHORIZATION

NRL Problem F02-05
BuShips Project NS 711-105

*Manuscript submitted Junr. 21, 1956
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DESIGN OF SHOCK- AND VIBRATION-RESISTANT ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT FOR SHIPBOARD USE

Harold M. Forkois and Kenneth E. Woodward

INTRODUCTION

Increases in the destructive power of weapons, and the increased utilization and com-
plexity of electronic apparatus, has bro,'<ht about a need for the highest degree of reli-
ability in the performance of all equipment. It may appear trite to say that equipment
reliability must have its inception in the initial design stages, but it is an unfortunate fact
that many design deficiences which are uncovered by shock and vibration tests could, in
the great majority of cases, have been avoided quite easily by proper consideration of the
design.

It is the purpose of this report to provide design engineers of electronic equipment,
particularly for shipboard equipment, with practical information relating to what constitutes
good and bad features of mechanical design. The mechanical design considerations pre-
sented are based on evaluations at the Naval Research Laboratory involving many hundreds
of equipments. The pruceJures involved in conducting these shock and vibration evalua-
tions are developmental in nature. The equipments are operated and monitored so that an
adequate determination of performance will result. If an assembly ceases to operate,
functions improperly, or gives spurious information, the test is stopped and the causes of
improper operation are determined. Corrective measures are then taken to restore
operation and to eliminate faults before the test is continued. These corrective measures,
performed within the limits of time and personnel available, often constitute a complete
redevelopment of structural parts of the equipments. When the test is completed, recom-
mendations for improvement (based on corrective measures l.corporated during the testing
procedure) are made in a written report. Approval of equipment is contingent upon com-
pliance with these recommendations. A previous publication (1) summarized actual
damages thaz occurred during shock and vibration tests. This report shows how many of
these damages could have been avoided.

DEFINITIONS

Vibration

Mechanical vibration is defined as oscillatory motions excited by varying dynamic
forces. When the varying forces change in magnitude only, they are called reciprocating
forces. When the varying forces change in direction only, they are called rotating forces.
Vibratory motions may be further classified into two categories: steady-state and transient.
The former are induced by periodically varying forces operating over comparatively long
intervals cf time. These periodic forces are generated by engines, machines, shafting.
propellers, and other items. The vibration tests described in BuShips Specification
40T9 (SHIPS), superseded by MIL-T-17113 (SHIPS), superseded by MIL-STD-167 (SHIPS)
(20 December 1954), are in the steady-state vibration category, and are analogous to
fatigue-type tests of materials. The latter, transient vibrations, may be caused by shock
excitation whereby impulses of energy may be applied with larying degrees of suddenness
and duration. These excite the elements of a structure into vibrations at their natural
frequencies which continue until damping forces consume tte vibrational energies and
static equilibrium is restored.

1



2 NAVAL IESARCH LAUOUATOmY

Shock

Mechanical shock may be defined as a rapid transfer of energy to a structure. This
results in motions of the structure which are called shock motions. There are many kinds
oi shock motions, different in nature because of different types of excitation, such as
explosions in air, underwater explosions, gunfire, impact, and sudden changes of velocity
or direction of motion, and different because of differences of structures. Since no struc-
tural system is rigid, but has resilient or elastic properties which involve the ability to
store and release energy, there will be transient vibrations superimposed on rigid-body
-hock motions. These transient vibrations will occur at the r.atural frequencies of the
different parts of the structure. Mechanical shock may then also be defined as any phe-
nomena producing transient vibrations in a structure.

Vibration Isolators

Vibration isolators are resilient mountings used to support a machine or other equip-
ment in order either to reduce the transmission of steady-state vibration forces to a sup-
porting structure, or to reduce the transmission of steady-state vibraticn forces from the
structure to the equipment. Equipments mounted on vibration isolators are low-frequency
systen-s compared with frequencies to be isolated. The mounts therefore transmit only
a fractionai part of the vibration forces of much higher frequency motions. The isolators
allow comparatively large deflections under a static load, so the terminology "soft mounts'
is well suited.

Shock Mounts

A shock mount is a resilient mounting which is intended to reduce the maximum
accelerations transmitted to an equipment when the structure supportir.- the equipment is
subjected to a shock motion. Naval shipboard shock mounts are comparatively stiff when
compared to vibration isolators. Natural frequencies of equipments on shock mounts are
generally above 25 cps. This results in an amplification of the steady-state vibrations for
frequencies up to a value of 1. 41 times the natural frequency (2).

Generally, the characteristics of shock mounts and vibration isolators are incom-
patible with shipboard applications. A vibration isolator under high-impact shock will
"bottom,I i.e., the flexible element (because of its low-energy-absorption capacity) will
tranverse its clearance within the housing at a comparatively high velocity, and then col-
lision betwcen stops will occur. To avoid this, many vibration isolators have snubbers. i
The use of soft mounts usually results i.n a more severe shock than if no isolators W. i
been used. (Of course, if an unlimited amount of clearance were available, and no prob-
lems of mechanical alignment existed, soft mounts could be used for shac'k wid any degreeof isolation could be obtained.) Load-deflection curves for typical shock mounts andvibration isolators having the same load ratings are shown in Fig. 1.

VIBRATION AND SHOCK SIMULATION

Vibration

Environmental conditions of shipboard vibration are simulated in the laboratory by
vibration machines. There are three principal types in popular use at the present time, which
may be classified as follows:

a. Mechanical Direct-Drive
b. Reaction
c. Electrodynamic
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Fig. I - Load-deflection curves for a typical shock mount and a
typical vibration isolator, both of which have a nomina! load rat-
ing of approxdmately 20 lb. The shock mount is resonant at 25
cps and the isolator at 8 cps.

The direct-drive Is sometimes referred to as the "brute-force" type, and uses
a motor connected to a shaft with suitable eccentrics for amplitude adjustment. These
eccent,'"cs drive a table to which the equipment is secured. The basic displacement wave-
form of these machines is designed to produce sinusoidal motion, but the quality of the
waveform is dependent on clearances of moving parts, bearing roughness, and on the
elastic strains of the linkages and table, Records of vibration-machine table motions (3)
indicate that these mechanical phenomena quite markedly affect the waveform. Figure 2
sho.is waveforms for a good-qualit, direct-drive machine whici is capable of 2-inch dis-
placement amplitude. Displacement-time curves for one cycle of motion were derived
from the directly reco 'ded records of velocity or acceleration. The maximum values of
the derived displac ement-amplitude Ume curves agreed closely with the measured dis-
placements as determined with a traveling microscope. In most cases, the resulting
di-plarement-tiine curve appeared as a simple sinusoid, as would be expected from the
lack of high-frequency components in the velocity traces. The acceleration waveforms,
however, had a preponderance of high-frequency compononts. The distortion was, of
course, most apparent on the zero-amplitude runs when the machine was set to scale
zero without regard for the residual motion of the table. For these records, the expanded
amplitude scale further accentuates the absolute deviation.
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Fig. Z - Typical test records of vertical motion of a high-amplitude vibration
machine table with a 138-lb load

The larger direct-drive type machines usually require a low-frequency isolating
'-!ock to isolate their vibrations from the building in which they are installed. In this case,
the machine is mounted on a heavy mass, usually made of reinforced concrete, which in
turn Is mounted on springs so as to have natural frequencies below 5 cps for all modes of
vibration.

The reaction-type machine consists of one or more motor-driven unbalanced masses,
or force generators, secured to a suitable table or platform. The platform is mounted
on relatively soft springs, so natural irequencies of the system are below about 5 cps.
The force generators Involve the use of unbalanced rotating weights to generate the
vibrating force. Th'se weights can be arranged in different ways so that the force vector
can remain fixed In any desired direction, or it can be made a rotating vector. Since the
reaction-type machine is mounted on a low-frequency spring suspension system, it do'es
not require a special isolating system to isolate its vibrations from the building in v ich
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it is installed. Unles3 special controls are incorporated in the design of reaction-type
machines, the vibration amplitude may vary considerably when resilient-mounted equip-
ments are being tested. This is due to the vibratlon-ablu•-ber effect of the equipment as
it approaches and reaches resonance conditions on its mounts; the table and equ~ipment then
behave similar to two rigid masses attached together by flexible members.

The electrodynamnic type of vibration generator is often referred to as the "loud-
speaker type, I and consists of an armature coil suitably placed in a magnetic field. The
force output of the generator is proportional to the current through this coil. The inv,,
to the coil may be provided by an electronic oscillator or by motor-generator sets. -1: *ent
developments in this field have increased the force output to about 2t, 000 lb. This type
of generator can produce frequencies as high as 10, 000 cps, although larger units generally
are limited to 500 or 2000 cps. They are used principally in applications of aircraft and
missile testing. For shipboard environmental simulations, the mechanical types (direct-
drive or reaction), with an upper frequency limit of about 60 cps, are quite adequate.

Shock

The importance of shock phenomena, as related to military operations, wan greatly
emphasized during the early naval battles and maneuvers of World War II. The British
Navy had suffered severly from the effects of noncontact underwater explosions caused
principally by German miss. Although in some cases the ships involved were not sunk,
they were completely immobilized as a result of damage to propelling machinery, con-
denser water scoops, fire-control and communications equipment, or other parts vital to
the operation of a fighting ship. A research program was Initiated by the British to
invest'gate the effects of noncontact underwater explosions on naval vessels and their
equipments, as well as to determine the nature and magnitude of the forces involved.
Shock mschines were designed and built which simulated these conditions. Among the
first of such developments was the shock machine for evaluating lightweight equipment
(up to 250 lb). The U. S. Navy, working closely with the British Navy, initiated a shock
and vibration program at its own activities. This program led to further developments of
the lightweight shock machine, and in addition the mediumweight shuck machine was
developed for testing equipment to 4500 lb in weight.

A fundamental characteristic motion of the center-of-mass of the anvil of the-Navy
high-impact shock machines is a sudden velocity change in the order of 10 ft per sec in
a time of i to 2 milliseconds. The accelerations of a rigid load, mounted on standard
structural-channel arrangements, as required by the specifications, is in the range of
50-150 g's, and is associated with frequencies in the range of 55-70 cps for the load on
the channels. More detailed studies involv.ng actual experimental calibrations of high-
impact shock machines have been described in Refs. 4 through 7. Drawings showing
general arrangementz of the lightweight and mediumweight machines are included in
specifications MIL-T-17113 (SHIPS) and MIL-S-901B (NAVY). These spec'fications
indicate height of hanmer-drop for a given total table load of equipment, n.:-inting chan-
nels, and bulkhead supports. MIL-T-17113 (SHIPS) is an interim military specification
describing shock and vibration tests for electronic equipment, while MIL-S-901B (NAVY)
is generally applicable to machinery and electrical items for shock tests. The American
Standard Soecification for the Design, Construction, and Operation of Class HI (High-
Impact) Shock-Testing Machine for Lightweight Equipmo1nt, Z24.17-1955, can be obtaincd
from the American St&riaurds Association. The drawings showing details of the testing
machine are also 2vailable from the American Stv-dards Association.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The fundamental considerations in the structural design of electronic equipment for
shipboard environments of mechanical shock and vibration are stiffness, cr high natural
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frequencies, and lightness. For purposes of shipboard-equipment design, frequencies
above 35 cps may be considered high natural frequencies. Appendix A elaborates on this
theme and, by the use of some examples involving the application of static and dynamic
forces to simple beam structures, attempts to demonstrate analytically the reasons for
support of the stiffness-and-lightness approach to the design of shipboard electronic
equipment. In addition, -iome conclusions pertaining to the concepts of underdesign and
overdesign, as related to weight reduction, are brought into focus with efficient design,
Subsequent sections, dealing with practical and specific design considerations, are based
on t[ a results of developmental evaluations (as described in the introduction to thti manual),
which also confirmed this approach.

The advantages of stiff structures for electronic equipments can be briefly enumerated
as follows:

a. For normal types of construction, maximum stresses induced by ship3oard type
shock and vibration are less for stiff than for flexible members.

b. Relative motions are reduced between parts and components, thus preventing
collisions.

c. Fatiguing or breaking of wires and shafts is minimized.

d. The smaller required clearances permit a more compact design.

e. Greater exciting forces are necessary to cause damage or failure at resonant
frequencies for the higher frequency systems.

f. The higher modes of vibration are more difficult to excite when a structural
member is stiff.

It is especially necessary to design stiff structures if an equipment is to be shock-
mounted. As indicated previously, shock mounts cause amplifications of the steady-state
vibrations for frequencies up to a value of 1. 41 times the natural frequency of the flexibly
mounted eauipment. It the main structure or the secondary structures, principally chassis
or other supporting members, have natural frequencies in the same range as the shock-
mounted unit, the vibration amplitudes of these components are further increased. The
vibration amplitude of a structure is proportional to the product of the amplification facors
of the equipment on its mounts and of the structure on the equipment. It is not recom-
mended that vibration isolators (low-frequency mounts) be provided for items within a
shock-mounted equipment, because of the excessive vibration amplification which occurs
when the forcing frequency coincides with the natural frequency of the vibration-isolated
it.-m, and also because of the possibility of collision under high-impact shock. Larger
internal clearances are required, which increase size and weight of the equipment. For
these reasons, it is better to provide stiff secondary structures with natural frequencies
high compared with those of the shock-mounted unit.

Another important and elementary consideration is that the structure to which the
mounts are attached should be much stiffer than the shock mounts, or the structure may
deform more than the shock mounts. It is not difficult to increase stiffness. The results
of adding a little additional material in the right places of an equipment are gratifying.

Since clearance and accessibility for servicing of electronic equipment is of para-
mount importance and must remaii. unimpaired after severe shock, plastic deformation
mnust be restricted to a minimum. Therefore, it appears logical to desi-gn the equipment
structure for shock so that the maximum stresses do not exceed the elastic limit or yield
point of the materials. However, experience indicates that minor structural plastic
deformations observable by visual inspection can generally be toleraicd. It is recommended
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that the maximum design ,atrcos for shock conditions be the yield point of the structural
materials. The factor of safety for this desig- criterion relies on minor structural plastic
deformations and greater strengths under loads of short duration.

The interrelationship of steady-state vibration and shock phenomena is important in
the design of shipboard electronic equipment, and both must be considered together. This
is emphasized in the following discussion. In ships, there are two principal causes of
vibration. One is propeller-blade excitation, and the other is the unbalanced forces of
propeller and shafting. The vibration excitation of the hull structure caused by the pro-
peller consists of water-pressure variations against the shell plating as the propeller
blades rotate. The frequency of these pulses is equal to the number of blades of the pro-
peller times the rotational speed of the shaft. For a conventional foui .bladed propeller
rotating at a maximum speed of 375 rpm the forcing frequency would! be 375 X 4 or
1500 cpm (25 cps). Some recent designs of submarine propellers are five-bladed, and
exciting or forcing frequencies of 2000 cpm (33 cps) are expected. As previously mentioned,
vibration isolators, with excursion limits restricted s5,they are for shipboard installations
due to space considerations, are generally excluded from shipboard electronic-equipment
application because of their bottoming action under high-impact shock. Their application
would be more detrimental to the equipment under shock conditions than solid mounting.
To restrict the travel of presently installed equipment under shock forces, relatively stiif
mounts are used which amplify or aggravate vibrations in the frequency range (5 to 33 cps)
common on ships. Resilient mounts of this type are call',d shock mounts. In order to
minimize the vibration-amplification effect, the lowest natural frequencies of parts of an
equipment and of the equipment on its mounts (resilient or solid) should be sufficiently
high to insure that it will occur above the forcing frequency range (some exceptions may
occur if noise redt'ction, or other overpowering reasons, require low-frequency mounting
systems). If the equipment will not be used in small craft or submarines, the upper fre-
quency range will be reduced to about 26 cps.

The situation hs required, particularly for base-mounted equipment, the removal
of thc resilient shock mounts and substitution of solid spacers in their place. This was
necessary because, even though the stiffest available resilient mounts were used, the
natural frequencies of the rocking modes of vibration were still below the maximum test
frequency. The excessive rocking motions caused malfunctioning and failures, both
mechanical and electrienl, of the equipments. Thc solid mounting raised these natural
frequencies above the test range so that at the maximum frequency of the test range the
motion amplification was small. This reduced the vibrational motions of the equipments
to a point where satisfactory orter~ltion could be obtained. The equipments could be
made sufficiently rugged for survival undor shock test. This situation has frequently
occurred, and it is emphasized to indicate that the mounts in these circumstances become
so hard that they are less flexible than the structure. The next step is to achieve shock
protection by relying on the "structural resilience* of the equipment.

In the case of mediumweight electronic equipment, especially in the weight range
between 500-2500 lb, the rocking modes are even more troublesome when resilient
mounts are used. The section on cabinet and console design elaboro.tes on this problem.
However, a mounting design which has been successfully applied to this problem is
described here. The arrangement consists of common types of base mounts selected to
provide adequate stiffness in the vertical direction. The transmissibility ratio or vibration
amplification in this direction should be kept to a low value of about 2. 5 to 1. In conjunction
with this resi!ieint base mounting, two or more flex-plate bulkhead stabilizing brackets a'e
employed. Figure 3 shows details ul two designs of such a bracket, which are flexible
!n the vertical direction and still in the horizontal direction. This horizont.l stiffness is
"*/ery effective in raising the natural irequencies of the rocking modes excited by horizontal
vibration. These flex-p~aLe brackets can be easily fabricated from 1/8- or 3/16-in.-thick
1020 cold-rolled flat stock. A recommended minimum bend radius is twice the thickness
of the plate so that bending stresses will not become excessive. They should not be used
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4 44

".j1

.1.

Fig. 4 -ZOOO-lb dual radio transmitter with 4 flex-plates
and rear view of 4 adjustable dowel pins

unless the vertical transmissibility factor is low (less than 2. 5) because of probable
fatigue failure. Figure 4 shows a successful application of four flex-plates to a 2300-lb
radio transmitter.

A summary of the na-in design factors and conclusions advanced in this section is given
as follows:

a. The basic structural design considerations for eleLtL'onic equipments for shipboard
environmirents of mechanical shock and vibration are stiffness and lightness. Natural fre-
quencies of all structural members should be above 35 cps.
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b. Greater shock and vibration rel.iability is attainable by the use of stiff structures
with natural frequencies above 35 cp•, than with flexitue structures, i.e., structures
with natural frequencies below 35 cps. This statement also applies to the structural
design of the electronlc components or parts supported by the equipment.

c. Vibration isolators should not be used for well-designed electronic equipments
intended for naval-shipboard installation. The use of vibration isolators (low-frequency
mounts) Is more d,trimental to electronic equipment under high-impact shock than solid
mounts. Exceptions may be made for nonlinear mounts of special design involving
abnormal clearance.

d. The great majority of electronic equipments in the lightweight category (up to
250 Ib) can be properly and economically designed without excessive weight and without
the need of shock mounts. The term "solid mounting" as used here means the utilization .
of rigid nonresilient spacers to support the equipment at the locations where shock mounts
are usually applied. This method relies on the "elastic structural resilience" of the
equipment for shock protection.

e. With regard to mediumweight electronic equipment (above 250 lb and up to about
3500 ib), the application of solid mounting has been considered and used with caution
because of equipment complexity. The heaviest piece of equipment with solid mounting
which was considered satisfactory for shock and vibration by this laboratory was a 700-lb
radar-repexer switchboard. The use of resilient base mounts in conjunction with steel
flex-plate bulkhead brackets appears at this Juncture to be a satisfactory arrangement for
both shock and vibration.

The assembly techniques and structural shapes and sections which provide stiffness,
strength, and lightness use box or tubular sections foi beams and columns, ribbed panels
and edge-flanging for flat plates, edge-flanging for lightening-holes, gussets and brackets
for end connections of beams.and columns, and stiffeners for large load-supporting plates
or surfaces. This Is oetalled in the spctions on chassis, and on cabinets and consoles.

MATERIALS

In select.ng structural metals for environments of shock and vibration, the most
desirable properties are high ductility and high yield point. In cast materials, an effort
should be made to obtain suitable castings with elongations of standard specimens of not
less than about 5 percent. The three important structural metals in general use are steel,
aluminum, and magnesium. For shipboard environment, steel and aluminum are pre-
ferred. Specification MIL-E-16400 Ships for electronic equipment indicates the particular
steel and aluminum specifications applicable to construction parts. Magnesium requires
specif; approval of the bureau or agency concerned for each application. The modulus
of elasticity (Young's modulus) is s very Importam property, since it is a measure of the
inherent stiffness of materials. Young's modulus for steel is nominally 30 x 10' psi,
for aluminum 10 X 106 psi, and for magnesium 6 x 106 psi. Although aluminum is one
third the density of steel, the actual saving in weight (when designing for equal structural
stiffness, or equal structural natural frequencles) is not in direct proportini to the density,
because of this difference in Young's modulus. If equal stiffness is used as a design
criterion, steel structures less than 50 percent heavier than aluminum structures are
possible.

Stainless-steel bolts, in spite of their high tensile streng-ts, irequently have very
low yield values. Unless stainless-steel alloys are selected and heat-treated to provide
good elastic properties, it is better, from a shock-strength viewpoint, to use aigh-tensile-
strength bolts.
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""XE CERAMIC STANQF

Fig. 5- Broken ceramic standoffs caused by shock test

The use of ceramics for insulating material should be avoided wherever possible,
because of their brittleness. Figure 5 shows two broken ceramic standoffs which sup-
ported a vacuum variable capacitor in a high-voltage rf circuit. These were replaced
with standoffs made of silicone fiberglass laminate which passed the test successfully.

CABINET AND CONSOLE DESIGN

Introduction

Previous literature deals in general with the mathematical approach to design and
excludes information and design criteria of an empirical nature. This section presents,
without mathematical elaboration, those design practices which under tests have proven
to be successful for shock and vibration. Once a proper concept of what constittates good
design is envisioned by the individual, the necessary formulae can be obtained from other
sources.

Geometry and Mounting of Cabinets

One of the early decisions which must be made in a proposed design concerns the
physical geometry of a cabinet requirc.d to house the various components of a system.
The dimensions of equipment for shipboard service are usually closely defined by restric-
tions created by hatches. pazsageways, or access openings, through which the units must
pass, and by spacc allocations. Within these limits, however, certain dimensional ratios
have been established as an upper boundary beyond which vibration difficulties multiply
rapidly. Since some of the lightweight and most of the mediumweigbt equipments are
mounted on resilient mounts, it Is important that the geometrical shape of the final cabi-
net design favor the struggle to obtain sufficiently high equipment-mount frequencies.
This is particularly importanut for rocking modes of vibration.
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Vibrations of the Equipment-Mount System-The lowest structural or mount resonance
normally desired is 25 cps (MIL-T-17113), since the exciting frequencies existing un the
average vessel are 23 cps or less. A later specification (MIL-STD-167 (SHIPS),
20 Dc=.ember 1954) requires vibration table amplitudes of 0. 030 in, between 5 and 15 cps,
0. 020 in. between 16 and 25 cps, and 0. 010 in. between 26 and 33 cps. It allows excep-
tions for equipment intended for installation on a particular class of vessel if it is known
that the frequency range on this class will not include the upper specified range, This
specification indirectly requires either that the lowest equipment-mount resonance be
several cycles per second above the test frequency range, or that means be provided to
keep the transmissibility factor to tolerable values (less than about 3) within the test range.

Mount locations are commonly at the base, or at the base and upper rear sections
of an equipment. For some directions of exciting vibration, the equipment will rock on
the mounts so that extreme amplitudes occur at locations most distant from the supports.
In general, if the mounts are located unsymmetrically with respect to the center of gravity
of the equipment, then all modes of vibration of the equipment-mount system will be
excited by a simple linear forcing vibration (8, 9). If however, the mounts are located
symmetrically with respect to the renter of gravity, or in some cases if mounts are used
with their axes suitably inclined, it is possible to make the different modes of vibration
independent of each uther. They are said to be uncoupled. Under these conditions, linear
exciting vibrations will not excite the rocking modes. This is a very desirable condition.

While it is not practical to attain this condition in most cases, it is often possible to
approach it much more closely than Is usually done.

Common Mounting Arrangements--The two most frequently used shipboard mounting
arrangements for electronic units are those in which mounts are either attached only to
the base or bulkhead panels of an equipment, or attached to the unit's base with sway
mounts attached to the upper rear panel of the cabinet. The first arrangement is used
almost exclusively on lightweight equipments, whereas mediumweight units employ the
second method.

Figure 6 is presented to show poor equipment shape, from a mounting viewpoint, and
the correc ',e measures required to compensate for it. The original intention of the
designer was to have the sway mounts attached only to the upper rear panel of the cabinet.
This produced a system which, because of the extreme depth of the unit, had severe
unbalance in the horizontal side-to-side direction. For vibration applied in this direction,
a low rocking resonance occurred well below the maximum sustained test frequency of
23 cps even with the stiffest commercially available mounts installed. Since it was not
possible to obtain resonances above this frequency using the intended mounting, or to
obtain tolerable vibration levels, the arms shown in the figure had to be employed. This
approximately decoupled all modes of vibration. Sufficiently high resonant values were
obtained at the expense of much wasted space. The same results could have been achieved

by locating the sway mounts on the top panel of the cabinet in the same vertical plane,
but a hangar extending either down from the overhead or out from the bulkhead would have
then been necessary. Unless the use of these braces is foreseen prior to the acceptance
tests, it is sometimes possible that the structure of a cabinet in these areas may not be
able to withstand, without damage, the inertial loading created by the braces. A different
shape nf the equipment could have been the solution to the problem.

Figure 7 shows a frequency meter whose height was much greater than the minimum
distance between the centers of the bafse mounts. When horizontal vibration was directeJ
parallel to the generator's front panel (the shorter horizontal dimension), a rocking
mount resonance resulted low in the spectrum of test frequencies. Because of the high
degree of ruggedness possessed by the equipment, it was possibie to substitute m'etal feet
for the shock mounts, and by so doing raise resonance above 23 cps. The cabinet of the
unit was considered too flexible to effectively use sway mounts without extensive
modifications.
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Fig. 6 - Poor equipment geometry from
a mounting viewpoint

Empirical Design Factors-What constitutes a ratio of equipment height to width above
which solid mounts are required fc,!r ,bae mounted equipment? Equation (1), taken from
Ref. 10, expresses the lowest horizontal rocking frequency of a base shock-mounted
equipment (four mounts) in terms of the vertical translational mount frequency and a
factor Q, determined by the physical characteristics of the unit.

ALK

1 A2B 2  
I ~ AB B IQ ( 2 /r2l,j \ R 4R ~ \ R' 4R') 4R;)
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Fig. 7 - Frequency meter whose height is much greater than
minimum distance between centers of the base mounte

where

w = lowest horizontal rocking frequency

A = height of the center of gravity above the base

B = minimum distance between the centers of the shock mounts

K = mount stiffness (Kv = Kh = K)

M = mass of equipment

R = radius of gyration about an axis through the center of gravity,
perpendicular to the direction of vibration.

The factor Q considers the radius of gyration about the longer horizontal axis
passing through the unit's center of gravity, the minimum distance between the centers
of the shock mounts, and the height of the center of gravity above the base, The assump-
tion is made that the mounts have an equal stiffness In both the horizontal and vertical
directions.

For a group of eight typical base-niountod units submitted to the Navy for' acceptance
tests, Q fronm Eq. (1) versus a ratio of the equipment's height tc the minimum distance
between the centers of the base mounts (2A/B) was plotted in Fig, 8. The type of mount-
ing (solid or resilient) was determined by the actual vibration acceptance tests, i. e.,
solid mounts were used if resilient mounts were unsatisfactory. All of the units were
originally submitted with resilient mounts by the manufacturers. In applying the equation
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Fig. 8 - Graph showing relationship of Q (Eq. 1) versus ratia of equipment
height to minimum distance between centers of baee mornts

to these real equipments, the radius of gyration, R, was determnined on the basis c- an•
even distribution of mass throughout the volume of the cabinet, since actual values of R
had not been determined experimentally. A persistent effort was made to obtain satis-
factory vibration characteristics with shock mounts on all of the units concerned, but
even the stiffest commercial mounts available did not raise the lowest rocking frequency
of some units above the spectrum of test frequencies. As the graph shows, units having
a 2A/B ratio of unity or more required a solid mounting. Obviously form alone did not
determine the resulting rocking frequencies, but form was an important determinant.

For base-mounted units which must be shock mounted, thie value of unity is normally
accepted as an upper design vaiue for 2A/B. It should be evident that higher rocking
frequencies are more easily obtained as this ratio decreases. This value can be exceeded
for solid-mounted or sway-mounted equipment.

The difference between actual and calculated values of the horizontal rocking fre-
quencies of the plotted equipments are given in Table 1. rhere values are based on the
original mounting system determined by the manufacturer. The differences, which range
from 3 to 14 cps, are caused primarily by unknown cabinet flexibilities, together with
some error due to assumptions made relative to mass distribution.

TABLE 1
Rocking Resonances of Base-Mounted Equipment Plotted in Graph 1

No. Q J2A'B Calc. Freq. (cps) Actual Freq. (cps), Diff. (cps)

1 0.49 1.49 20.4 15.0 5.4
2 0.501 1,45 15.4 12.0 3.4
3 0.63 1.00 15.1 11.0 4.1
4 0.69 0.32 39.0 29.0 10.0
5 0.74 0.68 46.8 33.0 13,8
6 0.77 0.67 29.2 26.0 3.2
7 0.70, 0.60 33.0 21.0 4.0
8 10.791 0.60L 29.8 25.5 4.3
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T.'he stiffness of the mount to be installed on the cquipment should be taken as approxi-
mately 1. 4 times that of the stiffness determined frnom Eq. (C). This factor, which com-
pensates for cabinet flexibility, Is an average value based on the units considered in
Table I (and the assumptionc made relative to them), and applies to typical electronic
equipments of good general construction with relatively even mass distributions. It does
not necessarily apply to mediumwelght units or units having different mount arrangements.
The two units in Table 1 having widcly divergent calculated and actual frequel.t-les were
not considered in determining tuiiz, factor.

For resiliently mounted units requiring stabilizing or bulkhead mounts, a ratio of
unity for cabinet depth to the distance between the centers of the stabilizing mounts is
considered from experience to be an upper value for design for normal mass ArIsribution.
Greater values usually result in rocking resonances below 25 cps. Figure 9 shows a radar
transmitter-receiver (72-in. tall) which had approximately this value, and for horizontal
vibration parallel to the front panel, resonance occurred at 24 cps, even though the
stiffest available cup-type mounts were used. If this depth ratio is kept at or below 0. 75,
the problem of obtaining rocking frequencies at or above 25 cps is much easier.

The natural frequency calculations of
flexibly mounted systems are presented in
Refs. 8 and 9. Because of the laborious
mathematics involved in the solution of sys-tems (particularly one plane of symmetry),
nomographs have been used.

Mass Distribution

3ultable form, by Itself, will not insure
high rocking frequencies, since these fre-
quencies are also a function of the radius of
gyration and the localion of the c e n t e r of
gravity. Therefore, the designer must con- 4
cern himself with the proper positioning of ... 1
components to bring the center of gravity as
close as possible to the planes of the
mounts.

Basically, the problem is resolved by
mounting the heavy components as close to
the planes of the mounts as possible. Since
power transformers normally constitute the
heavier elements in most electronic inits,
the lower areas of the cabinet should be re-
served for t hem and other massive com-
ponents. This is illustrated in Fig. 10.
The upper section of the cabinet was bolted
directly to the transformer housing. This
design not only produced a low c e n t er
gravity, but it greatly simplified the prob-
lem of obtaining adequate structural
stiffness.

Fig. 9 - Rada- receiver- transrmitter
(74 in. high)'with . rit'! of un, :y forr

cabinet depth to distance between centers
of the bulkhead stabilizing moants
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Fig. 10a -Radar modulator cabinet, showing upper
section bolted to transformer housing, doors closed.
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rig, lOb - Radar modulator cabinet, showing upper section bolted
to transformer housing, doors open
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Fig. 11 -Radio transmitter showing COn
ventional drawer arrangement, with power
supplies located in bo~ttom three drawer.

The dual transmitter in Fig. 11 better illustrates properly lodated power supplies of
a more cons *ntional nature. In the three lower chassis levels, immediately above the air
intake screens~, '.he modulator and the low-, medium-, and high-voltage power supplies
were concentrated, thus eliminating the need for power transformers in the upper chassis.
Power transmission circuits supplied the requirements of individual components. Even
with this grood arrangement, the lowest rocking frequency of this exceptionally dense
equipment (total weight, 2060 Ib) occurred at 24 cps in the horizontal direction parallel
to the front, only one cycle per second above the maximum sustained test frequency of
23 cps,

Figure 12 ohows an interior view :)f the Freqt~ency Meter of Fig. 7, a lightweight
equiipment, and illustrates good mass distribution In that the heavy components are
mounted low in the unit.
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Fig. 12 -Interior view of frequency meter shown
in Fig. 7, illustrating good mass distribution

Other mare unconventional systems are sometimes found in naval equipments, but,
In any event, proper mass distribution and good dimensional ratios are long steps toward
the production of a design that meets shipboard vibration and shock require.a.ents.

Structural Design

After establishing the approximate shape and weight distribution of a proposed equip-
ment, the problem of a properly designed structure presents itself, Although each Indi-
vidual unit usually exhibits distinctive qualities peculiar only to itself, certain other
physical characteristics must be shared by all if damnage -resistaxit equipment is to result.

Requirements of Structures-The structures of shipboard equipment miust possess a
stfns or torsional, or rocking, as well as translational, modes of vibration, because

of the "whipping" motion experienced by sway-mounted equipments. Low structural
resonances seldom cause difficulty from vibrations d!-ected perpendicular to planes
which contain the mounts, for base, bulkhead, or combination base and bulkhead mounting
systemns. It is relatively easy to obtain high frequencies in these directions. However,
for vibrations directed parallel to planes which contain the mounts, rocking, Modes are
excited which are most serious, and any lowering of the resonant freqiiency by structural
flexibili~y may be intolerable. Eval!uation of actual equipment submitted for Navy accept-
ance tests. shows that this problem Is prevalent in many current equipments in the
mediumweight class.
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The vibration sp.cifications require vibration to be directed along each of three
mutually perpendicular axes, This makes the prroblem of torsional rigidity of the structure
of considerable importance. The effective usp. of gussets at joining points of structural
members Is usually a solution. Fijure 13 shows a mediumweight equipment (rear view)
whose structure locked torsional stiffness to properly restit horizontal vibration directed
parallel to the front panel. The mounting arrangement for this system consisted of four
base and two sway mounts (not shown). Although a large number of gussets were used
for stiffness, they were missing in the most effective locations, specifically in horizontal
planes. The lowest rocking resonant condition was raised from 21 cps to 23 cps by virtue
of the added gussets indicated by arrows and by aluminum plates installed between the
four lower chassis by riveting to the horizontal frame members. Since resonance occurred
at 23 cps, the maximum sustained test frequency, the amplified vibrational forces cauet,
severe damage and occasioned the rejection of the equipment.

ii

Fig. 13 - Multieha-nnel transmitter whose
structure lacked torsional stiffness
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Liht and Mediumwcight Construction-The line !raings in the following section show
some effective, practical ways of obtaining i ffiness in a design. Because of different
structural requirements, medium- and lightweight equipments will be taken up individually,
although there are, of course, many points of similarity between the two classes. The
dividing line apparently falls in the vicinity of 150 to 200 lb, and is determined by needs
of the cabinet. Units weighing more than 200 lb generally require a frame o support the
various elements of the s~stem, particularly where more than one chassis is involved.
Loads created by the chassis or components are transferred to the frame; from the frame
they are passed on to the mounting system. The cabinets of equipments having only one
or two chassis and weighing less than 200 lb do not necessarily require a frame, provided
the loads imposed by the chassis are transferi ed as directly as possible to the mounting
system. In the latter case, the skin of the cabinet itself can be formed in a manner that
will produce adequate stiffness.

In mediumweight units, the 3tructure is further stiffened when the metal skin or
covering is fastened over the frame. Laboratory observations of the same loaded frame,
partially covered and uncovered, have shown a rejonant frequency difference of 2 or 3 cps;
this increased stiffness is produced by the development of shearing stresses in the skin.
The monocoque construction techniques used in aircraft fuselages provide an excellent
example of this shearing stress effect. Sheets of thin aluminum are wrapped around
formers placed at intervals along the length of the fuselage, and by loading the formers,

this type of construction is capable of carrying enormous loads.

The term "stressed-skinI has been applied in particular to equipments whose cabinets
were constructed without a frssme. Several "stressed-skin, mediumweight cabinets have
been tested under laboratory conditions and, after being modified structurally and mounted
so as to not greatly excite the rocking modes, have been found satisfactory for ship-board
requirements. However, they do not generally possess the stiffness and ruggedness
desired for shipboard equipment. These cabinets are usually constructed by forming,
out of the skin itself, a series of box sections to which the loads are applied. The thick-
ness of the material out of which these box sections are formed seldom exceeds 0. 10 in.
The additional weight added to the larger equipments, by the use of a properly designed
frame, appear to provide benefits that compensate for the weight increase.

Medlumweight Structures-The most common structural shapes used in frame con-
struction are the simple angle and channel. Other shapes having "T" or "Z' cross
sections are used out they are confined in general to a particular equipment, or relegated
to a special application within an equipment. Because of good strength and stiffness
properties, steel is a preferred material, but objections can be raised against it.i use
from a weight and corrosion standpoint. With the exception of the very heavy units,
aluminum frames have been and are being used successfully in electronic equipments
weighing as much as 1500 lb. Since resonant frequency or stiffness problems are not
quite so critical in most lightweight equipments, aluminum is used almost exclusively
in them. Substituting aluminum for steel does not, however, effect - weight reduction
of two thirds. For similar members of equal stiffness, the section mudulus of the
member using the lighter material hn to be increased, with a consequent reduction in
the weight saved. Although some weight reduction is realized, its magnitude depends
on the loads involved.

Joints and Gussets-Figures 14, 15, and 16 illustrate simple, efficient, and effective
construction joints. In Fig. 14, the angles forming the frame are shown butted together
prior to the installation of gussets. More elaborate butt joints could be used, but they
are not necessary strengthwise because of the addition of gussets. Depending on fabrica-
tion procedures used by the manulfacturer, gussets can either be riveted or bolted (Fig. 15),
or welded (Fig. 16) to the frame. Any of these joining methods (or combinations) are
effective, but the advantages or disadvantages may differ in production. To permit
unobstructed installation of the skin or covering over the frame, Fr6truring welds must
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Fig. 14 - Angle frame arrangement Fig. 15 - Gusset arrangement for
prior to installation of gussets bolted or riveted construction

be ground flush with the outside surfaces. The
thickness of the gussets should be approximately
equal to the thickness of the frame members.
By gusseting in the three mutually perpendicular
planes, desirable stiffness characteristics are
incorporated into each joint with a very small

increase in overall weight.

Corner joints are pictured in Figs. 17 and
18. Those gussets located at the four top corners
of the frame can be "heavied up" to provide a

MOM eload bearing surface to which eye-bolts, for
handling purposes, can be attached.

When members of other shapes are used,
the same illustrated techniques are Mtill applicable.

Joining Practices--Rivets and/or bolts are
the most common fasteners empinyitd in joining

2A1l F••K A•l the various members together, and they con-
sistently do a good job in proper designs. The

Fig. 16 - Gusset arrangement for welded structures demonstrate excellent rugged-

Welded construrtion ness and, in many respects, are superior to
riveted or bolted designs. In riveted or bolted
structures, the main members could be tack-
welded prior to gusset installation, to minimize
jigging problems.

bprtalds can be used succeszfully to fasten the metal skin or covering to the frame-
.;,ork, especially since recent improvements in spotwelding techniques have increased
their strength and fatigue properties. But because of the magnitude of the forces involved
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Fig. 17 Angle corner-joint Fig. 18 - Angle corner joint with
arrangement ,ithout gussets gussets installed
installed

for shipboard use, the frames of the heavier mediumweight equipments should not rely on
spotwelding, Spotweld damage is aggravated by the fact that a high stress concentration
exists in the junction between the two bonded materials; under repeated loadings, this
increases the possibility o0 damage.

Torsion Plates--Aside from the stiffness offered by corner gussets, it is also pos-
sible to introduce torsional stiffness into a cabinet by the installation of a thin metal plat
fastened to the frame between the chassis. Shear and tension stresses developed in the
plate resist any change in the geometry of the horizontal cross section of the structure.
To prevent excessive vertical vibrations of the plate, a shallow channel can be welded
diagonally across the plate as shown in Fig. 19. A reduction in atiffness may result
when diagonal surface discontinuities (coined stiffeners) are used in thin plates, even
though stiffness perpendicular to the plane of the plate is realized, because under load,
the depressions or discontinuities tend to deform (Fig. 20). Plates 1/8 in. thick or less
will probably satisfy the requirements of most equipments.

For systerns in which ale circulation is needed for cooling, cross braces could be
substituted for the plates. Various other methods of bracing peculiar to specific equip-
ments could be used instead, but some form of bracing is necessary for high rocking
resonances in the larger equipments. For the smaller units (under 500 lb), the gussets
usually provide enough stiffness to make extra bracing unnecessary.

Shock Mount Installation--Since many mediumweight and a few lightweight equipments
require shock mounts, an understanding of the problems involved in their installation is
important. For vibration, stiffness is again an important factor. It is desirable to have
the resonant frequency of the unit's structure at least twice that of the mount. In the
larger inediumwelght units, this desire is not often realized because of practical engi-
neering limitations, but the smaller equipments present no real problems. Unfortunately,
the cffectiveness of a generally stiff structure can be red.ced sharply by excebsive flexi-
bility of the surfaces to which the s.iock mounts are attached. This is another of the
major causes contributin, o low rocking resonances.
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Fig. 19 Torsior. plate or Ti.g. ZO - Torsion plate or divider
divider withwelded channel with coined stiffener
stiffener

Since the loads imposed on the structures by the mounts are, in a sense, concentrated,
they must be distributed over the largest possible area of the frame to minimize stresses.
One very effective constructior for the Installation of base shock mounts on mediumweight
equipment is shown in Figs. 21 and 22, and consists of channels and suitably gusseted
angles attached to a base plate. The mounts are installed in the channels.

The greatest portion of the inertial lcas, created by shock, must be transmitted to
or from the base through the four vertical fr&me members. Therefore, high shearing
forces can exist in the gusset fasteners if too few fasteners are provided. For this
reason, welding is very desirable in the fabrication of the base assembly, since greater
resistance to shear results. Buckling of the structure frequently occurs at the base of
equipments if the inertial forces are not properly distributed. T- achieve proper distri-
bution, channels should be incorporated Into the design. On the lighter units, the channel
extending between the outboard mount channeli (Fig. 22) can often be eliminated, but
good practice, re-gardless of weight, calls for ,7hannels under the mounts. Depending on
the materials and loads Involved, base plates apiproximately 1/4 In. thick, when properly
reinforced, appear to be adequate for the average rnediumwelght equipment.

For balkhead mounts, an arrangement similar to that shown in Fig. 23 can be
employed. By using a channel section under the mount, support is provided by two hori-
zontal and cac vertical member, with the result that good load distribution is eff,,'tted.
Lightweight units with sway mounts do not require such elaborate bracing in the super-
structure. ObvioL'-ly, individual situations might require that zsome of these suigge.tions
be modified, but the Importance of sufficient stiffness of the surfaces to which the shock
mounts are attached cannot be overemphasized.

Mounting of Cbassis-Those directions of vibration causing the most damage to the
average equipment are the horizontal (side-to-side) and vertical directions. For sway-
mounted equipments, horizontal (front-to-back) vibration is less damaging. Chief among
the causes of damaoe for ver-tical vibration are low chassis iesonance5 often aggravated
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Fig. 21 - Stiff construction for the installation
of base shock mounta on medlurnweight equip-
ment, top view

Fig. 22 Bottom view of construciion shown Fig. 23 -Structural reinforce-
in Fig. Z! mnent for bulkhead shock mounts

for rnediumnweight equipment

by the absence of the outlined design features, Although design practices relative to
chassis themselves are treated in another section, mounting requirements must necessarily
be discussed here, sinre they directly involve the cabinet structure.

Two major requirements m-.ust be met iai a properly mounted chassis. Under vibr,*,,tC),n
and shock, thp cha~ssis• must ho restrained from bouncing, and '.he inertial loads created by
forces a•cting or. the chassis sho~uld be transferred directly to th~e frame of the cabinet.
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Figures 24. 25, and 26 show the normal way of satisfying both requirements. The rear
of the chassis is supported by guide pins, fastened to the cabinet's irame; these pins slide
Into corresponding receptacles attached to the chassis. Trhe iront of the chassis is bolted
tu the iraie by reduced-shank screw-type fasteners, located around the periphery of the
front panel, To ease alignment difficulties, the front panel fasteners lock into "floating"
nuts attacheJ to the frame.

* / V ,
FRM( AgaI //

S... 171\'x

0. "",, . . . . - --

Fig. 24 * Frame Fig. 25 - Good chassis construction,
construction show- showing front panel thumbscrews and
ing clearance holes hole-plate reinforcement for dowel
for drawer or chas- pins in the rear
sis front-panel
thumbscrews

Fig. 26 - Dowel pin arrangement for
riveted or bolted gusset
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Because of severe abrasion, the tapered guide pins must be made of steel. They
usually vary from a diameter of 1/4 in. to 1/2 in. Stubby pins (no longer than I in.) mini-
mize bending stresses, consequently little space should exist between the recepiacle and
the shoulders of the guidepins. The receptacle should also be steel, with a free sliding
fit occurring between the pin and the receptacle. It is usually better practice to locate
the pin on the frame of the cabinet and the receptacle on the chassis, since greater
stiffness results. Figure 28 illustrates a pin attached to a riveted or bolted gusset, and
Fig. 27 shows one installed on a welded gusset; where chassis slides are used, the welded
arrangement is more economical of space.

The problem of providing close-itting dowels (maximum desired tolerance on diametral
fit, .0. 005 in.) is a serious production problem, particularly where interchangeability of
chassis drawers is a requirement. Figure 28 shows a method for providing an adjustable
chassis dowel pin. Two 1/2-in. diameter pins were used successfully on chassis weighing
about 120 lb, and provided a maximum adjustment up to 3/16 in. Figure 4 shows this
installation for the chassis of a 2000-lb radio transmitter.

MJSSET OR FRAME SI
jSK I N 

,

RA•IALLY SERRATED WASHER

RADIALLY SERRATED FLANGE LOCK WASHER

Fig, 27 - Chasuis dowel pin arrangement Fig. 28 - Adjustable chassis dowel pin
for welded gusset

It is impotant to place fasteners at regular intervals around the entire periphery of
the braced front panel, otherwise a low resonant condition for front-to-back vibration can
result. For convenience in repair or trouble-shooting operatings, chassis slides of the
tilting or nontilting variety can be used, but in the "locked-up" position, they must not be
required to carry large inertial loadings.

"Swing-Out" Construct in--Por improved ac'cessibility, some equipments are designed
with i large percentage of the parts mounted on a door or panels. The radar switchboard
in Fig. 29 is typlc-i of such equipments. Two possible detrimental features of this type
of design rel 've to shock and vibration should be observed. First, the design moves
the center o0 gravity frontward in the unit, making It difficult to obtain high rocking fre-
quencies. In the case of the switchboard, it was necessary to remove the mounts from
the rear panel and to -reinstall solid metal mounts at the center of the top panel (the
mounts shown axe rubber but were later changed to solid mel;aI types). To repeat earlier
statements, this sort of mountlng may rc.sult in an uneconomirta! use c.f space and incon-
venience in installation, although the mou.,ng system itself is highly desirable for vibration
reduction.
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Fig. 30 -Sonar receiver -transmiitter showing another
arrangement of "swing-out" construction

Second, a difficulty exists in adequately stifcening the loaded door or panels to
raise structural resonanu.es above 25 cps. For this reason, the horizontal stiffeners,
welded across the face of the door (Fig. 29a), were found to be necessary for suppression
of vibration.

The sonar transmittPr-reeeiver in Fig. 30 show3s another arrangement of "swing-out'
construction. Originally, support was provided for the lower chassis (power supply) only
bDy the lower pivots and the two upper fasteners on which the chassis is shown rosting.
In order to introduce enough stiffness into the structure for vibration conditions, it was
necessary to fasten two channels to each side of the cabinet. The top of the hinged power
supply was bolted to the lower of these channels. These channels stiffened the framie con-
siderably. The shear pins shown on the right side of the switchboard in Fig. 29b, which
provided r~elief for the loads car .ed by the door fastenars, could have been used with
good advantage on the sonar unit.

There are other ubjections and advantages to this type of design. but where "swing-
out" construction must be used, the principles discussed earlier relative to center of
gravity location and stifiness must be ýAosely observed. In the hieaver medi~unweight
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equipments, a design in which the components are chassis mounted or mounted on a
stationary part of the cabinet's 1rdrme presents fewer problems for shock and vibration
than a dcslgn where components are door mounted.

Lighweight Structures-In the lightweight equipments, cabinets can be constructed to
resist shipboard shock and vibration without using frames of the type discussed for medium-
weight equipments. By properly forming the skin and reinforcing load-bearing areas,
enough stiffness can be designed into the cabinet to meet current specification requirernorts.

Figure 31 shows an example of a well-designed stressed-skin cabinet of an equipment
with two chassis and weighing 183 lb. Both chassis were mounted on slides to facilitate
maintenance and repair. Each slide was mounted on a box section attached to panels
of the cabinet. Because of the equipment's height, sway mounts were necessary; where
they were attached to the structure, triangular reinforcements were provided. Screw-
type fasteners were installed around the entire periphery of each chassis front panel,
which, in conjunction with the front panels of the cha.ssis, increased the stiffness of the
structure for horizontal, side-to-side, vibration. The rear of each chassis was sup-
ported by dowel or guide pins. Across the front of the cabinet a reinforced channel was
installed to support the adjacent edges of the chassis.

No frame, as such, was used in the construction of the cabinet. As can be observed
on the rear panel, the skin forming the sle, panels was flanged, and the rear panel was
spotwelded to these flanges. Horizontal torsional stiffness of the structure was increased
when the chassis were locked into position.

I J
i 

--

Fig. 31 - Zxarnple of a U ,l-Aenigned stress..skin cabinet.
complete weight 183 lb
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One of the problems that frequently appears in no-frame construction which is worthy
of special attention is excessive flexibility of the surface:; •uppurting the. shock mounts.
The skin alone offers little stiffness. A mudiklid version of the technique illustrated in
Fig. 17, using lightweight channels, is one-very effective solution. The shock mounts
should be located on or in the stiffener in order tn benefit.

For equipments having more. than two chassis, or weighing more than 200 lb, a
frame usually provides an added factor of safety, although there have been satisfactory
exceptions. Lightweight equipments, in general, offer no difficulty as far as shock and
vibration is concarned, provided good design practices are applied.

Structural Design Data

Mathematically exact solutions of cabinet design problems are too laborious to be
practical. Solutions obtained are approximations based on the response of systems having
one, or a few, degrees of freedom. To let the designer know if the approximations are
in the realm of reality, Table 2 has been prepared. In the table, a number of the main
structural characteristics of certain equipments which successfully passed shipboard
shock and vibration acceptance tests (Military Specification MIL-T-17113) are enumerated.
The size, material, and, in the case of the vertical elements, the number of the members
forming the cabinet structure of equipments whose weights varied from 55 to 2060 lb, are
tabulated, along with the method used to join the members of the structure together. Also
presented are skin thicknesses and the method employed in attaching the skin to the frame.
The number and locations of shock mounts are included to provide comparisons for future
designs. The mounts were generally sufficiently stiff to cause the resonant modes of
vibration to be slightly above the endurance test frequencies.

Because an equipment appears in the table, it should not be inferred that the equipment
was ideal. The dimensional ratios of several were certainly not desirable; however, the
structures demonstrated adequate ruggedness, and for this reason they were included.
The chart does not give information regarding gussets or other supplemental stiffeners,
since each unit differs in this respect; earlier suggestions must be discriminately applied.

Too often, the idea of excessive mass is associated with designs to be subjected to
shipboard shock and vibration. While such designs must obviously be heavier than
equipments which are not required to withstand high inertial forces, massive designs
are not demanded to satisfy shipboard requirements. If the concept of designing for
stiffness and lightness is accepted as a criterion, rugged equipments of reasonable weight
can result.

CHASS!S

Introduction

Two aspects of the chassis design problem will be discussed in the subsequent para-
graphs. First, those design practices which increase the chassis ability to withstand
damage and which contribute to an improvement in the equipment's operational perform-
ance will be considered on the bash' of systems previously tested. Second, at the con-
clusion of this discussion, a method for determining the approximate natural frequency
of loaded chassis will be presented.

Evaluation tests conductcdi on a large number of naval electronic equipments have
demonstrated the importan:e of good chassis design in. th: ,ttainment of reliable opera-
tional performance under conditions of shipb-l'ard shock and vibration,eve, though
permanent mechanicaj damage to the chassis does not occur. For the frequencies
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encountered on the average naval vessel, only the first vertical chassis mode of vibration
is likely to be excited, and if such a resonance occurs in or near the spectrum of shirborn
exciting frequencies, maloperation of vacuum tubes, relays, or other sensitive parts is
probable.

The various manufacturers use a variety of design techniques, many of which are
good. The following suggestions naturally should not be con.sidered as the only approach
to good design.

Typical Damages

Figure 32, showing the extended and tilted drawer of a stabilization data set (gyro
mechanism), exhibits the results of a test on the Navy's mediumweight, ',igh-impact,
shock machine. Close examination of the tilted drawer will show that there are actually
two individual chassis. The upper, or forward, section supported the largest percentage
of the vacuum tubes, and was separately installed on shock mounts. Because of greater
weight and the more rugged equipment involved, the aft chassis, supporting the trans-
formers, was fastened directly to the drawer. Unfortunately, with the structural geometry
involved, additional support could not easily be provided along the adjacent edges of the
chassis. As a result of this and the light construction buckling occurred. The practice
of shock-mounting electronic sections of an equipment and solid-mounting the power sup- £

plies is permissible, but care must be exercised in the mechanical design to insure
adequate stiffness and clearances.

BUCKLEO"
CHASSIS

Fig. 3Z - Extended and tiltcd dzawer showing buckled chassis
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Fractures initiated at points of stress concentration are a very common type of damage.
Extensive laboratory tests reveal that stress concentration is the chief cause of damage
resulting from vibration as well as shock. Excessive flexibility, combined with stress
concentration, prnduces an especially serious condition for vibration. Typical chassis
fractures, resulting from fatitus du:ing vibration, occur in the bends or betwucr. cut-outs
for components

Mounting Practices

Under the section "Cabinets and Consoles,* it was pointed out that chassis must be
prevented from bouncing during inertial loadings. This is accomplished by the use of
guide pins and screw-type front-panel fasteners. Pertinent information relative to guide
pin size, location, etc., is given in the earlier section. The various types of quick-
release fasteners presently available are not suitable for the front-panel fasteners,
although they may be used successfully on small viewing panels or in the installation of
some lightweight components.

Chassis accessibility for maintenance and trouble-shooting is improved by the
provision of ball-bearing slides with built-in tilting features such as shown in Fig. 33.
Several types of slides permit tilting either up or down and locking at a number of pre-
determined angular positions. Since the slides are not designed to carry heavy loadings,
the weight of the chassis in the "locked-up" position should be carried entirely by thp guide
pins and front-panel fasteners.

Fig. 33 - Chassis secured to ball-bearing slides with tilting feature
for improved accessibility
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Interchassis Cabling

The multiplicity of leads in interchassis cabling can be han.dled effectively by discon-
nect plugs or by service loops. Unless excessive amounts of relative motion take place
between the cT.binet and the rear of the chassis, quick-disconnect plugs seldom cause dif-
ficulty during shock and vibration, and they offer the advantage of permitting complete
removal of the chassis from the cabinet for inspection or repair. Perhaps the frequently.
used combination of service loop and disconnect plug Is the best solution to the cabling
probtlem from a shock and vibration viewpoint, since "in positions servicing can be
accomplished without an additional test cable, yet complete removal of the chassis Is
still pos ible. Where a service loop is necessary, firm clamping should be provided at
"the last point of contact on the chassis and the first point of contact on the cabinet. When
the chassis is pushed into "locked-up" position, the loop 3hould coil into place aided by
a loop, spring, or the stiffness of the cable itself.

Corner and Flange Forming

The sequence of illustrations in Fig. 34 depicts one effective method of forming
chassis corners. By cutting a 1/2-in. -wide slot from the original plate, as Illustrated,
a corner having excellent stiffness results. All bending radii should be not loss than the
thickness of the plate, to reduce the effects of stress concentration. Forming corners
in this manner causes a loop to occur at the point of intersection of the three mutually

perpendicular planes, which helps, to minimize stress concentration. The lapped surfaces
can be joined by rivets or spotwelds. This type of fabrication also provides an area
of greater stiffness for supports such as guide pins. For small chassis, these receptacles
can be simple steel plates drilled to produce a snug fit for the guJdepins. For larger
chassis, a steel sleeve can be welded to this plate to lower the bearing surface stresses.
Some manufacturers incorporate a small 1/2-in, supplemental flange along the lower lip
of the large vertical flange, as In Fig. 35. Because of interferences, the upper right
portion of the flange on this chassis had to be remove&d. For the larger chassis, supple-
mental flanging is good practice.

Chassis Stiffness

As chassis become larger and loads become
greater, the vertical natural frequencies are
lowered. These vertical resonances can be
:aisedby good component location and, if neces-
sary, extra stiffeners. Figure 36 shows a chas-
sis on which the parts were well ar;-anged for
attainment of a high vertical resonance. All
transformers were located around the sides and
rear of the chassis, and the lighter parts were (c)
centrally located. Shifting the center of gravity
of the e nt ire assembly rearward reduced the
severity of rocking frequencies.

Fig. 34 - A method of formiLg cha5iss which ,. "e)
produces stiff corners
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Fig 35 - Chassis with additonal horizontal £fl.ange

No simple, accurate rule involving weight and size has been established to determine
whether extra stiffeners are required in chassis. Reference It shows a method for the
approximation of the values of vertical chassis resonances, and in the following section
a sample calculation is carried out. If the approximated resonance falls below 35 cps,
extra stiffeners are needed. For the average chassis, which support power transformers
as weUl as the usual variety of vacuum tubes, condensers, and other miscellaneous com-
ponents, it is recommended that extra stiffeners be incorporated into the design when the
dimensions exceed 12 in. by 12 in. Theso stiffeners can be angles, channels, or other
standard structural shapes. Usually a single stiffener across the center of the chassis
is sufficient. In the case of the chassis shown in Fig. 35 (whose dimensions were approxi-
inately 23 in. by 23 in.), two angles were necessary.

Other possibilities for stiff chassis are shown in Figs. 12 and 37. In Fig. 12, unitized
chassiF construction is used, and such construction is popular where unhampered access-
ibility and quick replacement requirements are important. Because of the reduced sizes
of the chassis, their individual resonances are quite high. The type of bracing shown in
the unit in Fig. 0371 although not common, does result in a stiff structure.

Resonant Frequency Determination

It is often dilticuit to decide, in the design stages, whether extra stiffeners are
required to raise the vertical resonance of a chassis above the test frequency range, and
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Fig. 36 - Chassis with gooid parts arrangement from
a weight viewpoint

Fig. 37 -Deep chassis cunstruction with vertical
bracing or dividers
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stiffeners are difficult to install alter component mounting and wiring has been completed.
It was suggested previously that chassis larger than 12 in. by 12 in. have stiffeners
included to preclude any possibility of a low resonance. Actually, chassis somewhat
larger than this might be satisfactory without extra stiffeners, and some smaller, heavily
loaded chassis might cause difficulty. For this reason, the method presented in Ref. 11
for the determination of the resonance of a loaded chassit; is included in this section. It
is pounted out, however, that this method does riot take into account the effect of holes
or openings in the chassis, nor the possible stiffening effect of rigid component;u, such
as transformers.

The study of vibrations of thin plates forms the basis for the analytical work. Since
real chassis crnnot be represented by either a simply-supported or clamped-edge plate,
but actually by somethina i .termediate, an exact reLonant frequency determination for
the first mode of vibration of a loaded chassis cannot be made. However, two frequencies,
one for a loaded plate with simply-supported edges and the other for one with clamped
edges, can be determined, and these values form boundaries for the actual resonant con-
dition of the chassis. It was found that smaller chassis have resonances which fall nearer
to the clamped-edge condition, whereas the resonances of the larger chassis approach '1
those of a simply-supported plate.

The problem of calculating resonance is further complicated by the fact that the
average chassis has a number of weights mounted on it in random locations. Those
weights located away from the center have less effect on the resulting natural frequency
than equal weights mounted at the center. A weight located at the center of the chassis
tho, produces the same effect on the natural frequency as another weight located away
from the center is called the 'equivalent center weight. " Therefore, by adding "equivalent
center weight,' a "total equivalent center weight' is foujid which should affect the resonant
frequency of the chassis the same as that of all the individual weights.

In Figs. 38, 39, and 40, "equivalent center weight' factors from Ref. 11 are pre-
sente4 lcr Loree bizes of aluminum c-assis. It was found that the analytical determination
of the "equivalent center weights* waj not in very close a;reement with experimental

results, since the exact deflected shape ¶
of the plate for the first mode was not

10 ', used in the solution of the energy equa-
-. The curves in the figures were obtained by

o.8 - \ actually vfbratmng chassis with weightsvdH\vo7oK• 4 mounted on them. In calculating the\.60)\ - . resonant frequency of a chassis of a size
SI \\<.,• \ , g~z'-",!rum those ior whlch curves

are given, the set of curves correspond-
ing to the nearest size chassis should be

-. - used. It is, of course, possible to deter-
0.4 - -- Nmine experimentally curves for a particular

C02 SPAS -W. chassis size, if greater accuracy is
o •V-- demanded.

Figure 41, from Ref. 11, presents

curves for a simply-supported and
L I L clamped-edge plate, relating the actual

0 0.2 04 0.6 08 1.0 resonant frequency of the loaded chassis,
412/0) the fundamental resonance for the unloaded

chassis, the "total equivalent center
Fig. 38 - Plot giving "equivalent center weight, " and the weight of the plate (or
weight" factors for .a.n almrninum cha3sis chassis, excluding flanges). Between
whose dimensions arc 7 A 9 x 2 in.
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and 41 for simply-supported and, clamped-edge plates
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these curves will lie the resonance of the actual chassis. The coordinates of Fig. 41
are defined by the follow•ng equations:

We. Wc

Wp g =lgabh 
(2)

f- - (simply-supported condition) (3)

Sf f (clamped-edge condition), (4)
0 h,01 +7aa~b + b4j

where

Wc = equivalent center weight, pounds

Wp = weight of plate = Mpg, pounds

p = density, slugs/cu in.

g = acceleration of gravity, in/sec2

a, b = lateral dimensions of plate, inches

h = thickness of plate, inches

f = frequency, cps

fa- f:=ndamental frequency of system with no weights attached, cps

= 133, 000 for alumilnum

= 174, 000 for steel

= 177, 000 for aluminum

= 232, 000 for steel.

Reference 11 describes, in its illustrative example, a procedure for finding the
required thickness of a plate chassis such that, for a particular distribution of weights,
the resulting resonance wiU be above some spectfic frequency. An illustration of a
resonant frequency approximation by this method is given here, since one has little
choice, practically, to vary the plate thickness.

For illustration, the rosonaitce of an aluminum chassis 17 in. long, 13 in. wide,
and 3 In. deep, weighing 40-1/2 lb, was calculated, and the chassis was later vibrated
to check the accuracy of the calculation. The chassis was formed of sheet material
0. 064 in. thick. On the chassis were located four transformers and one condenser.
Since this system was set up specifically for the purpose of illustration, no wiring or
small parts were Included, in order to decrease the work of calculation. Although wiring
is not considered in the approximation, it should have little lowering effect on the result-
ing resonant condition.
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Location and weight of each component was found and tabulated. The x- and y-axes
were respectively along the long and short dimensions of the chassis. Since Fig.-. 38, 39,
asd 40 represent a quadrant with the origin of the coordinate system occurring at the out-
side corn6r, the x and y coordinates of the masses were measured from the outside edges
of the chassis and were subsequently modified by letting X a 2x/a and Y = 2y/h. "Equiva-
lent center weight" factors, corresponding to X and Y for each individual component,
were then secured from Fig. 40, the figurca whose chassis dimensions correspond to
those of the given chassis. By multiplying the weight of each individual component by
its related factor, the "oquivalent center weight" was obtained. A chart similar to the
following can be set up to clarify and expedite the calculation.

Factor from
Component Wt. (ib) x X Y Fig, 35 ECW

Transformer TI 12. 2 3. !2 3.08 0.37 0. 47 0. 22 2.70

Transformer T2 12.25 3.12 3.06 0.37 0. 47 0.22 2.70

Transformer T3 7.63 3.50 3. 50 0.41 0.54 0.33 2.52

Transformer T4 4.bd 3.50 3.00 0.41 0.46 0.27 1.32

Condenser C1 0.69 8.50 6.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.69

Total 9.93 lb

Substituting the total ECW in Eq. 2 (note:p g = 0. 1 lb/ins4),

W!
c 9.93 9.93

W = (0. 1)(13)(17)(0.064) =-.4= 7.00.
p

Corresponding to this value of Wc/Wp, values of f/fel can be obtained from Fig. 41
for clamped- and simply-supported conditions. These values are:

Simply supported: f/f, - 0. 18

Clanped: f/fjo = 0. 14

Bysubstituting in Eqs. (3) and (4), resonances corresponding to each condition of
support can now be determined.

For the simply-supported condition:

f = (0. 18)(133, 000)(1/131+1/172)(0. 064) (0. 18)(133, 000)(0. 009)(0. 064) 13.8 cps.

For the clamped-edge oondition:

2 3
f (0. 14)(177. 000)(0.04) + (0. 14)(17 7, 000)(0. 064)(0. 014) = 22 cps.51' 4 7 132 T•ý
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Consequently, resonance of the first mode must fall between 13. 8 cps and 22. 2 cps,
the average of which is 18, 0 cps. By vibrating the chassis, resonance was located at
19.3 cps. Hence the calculation was sufficiently accurate to indicate the need for addi-
tional stiffeners. For this paritCUlar chassis, a single 1-in., aluminum angle, or equiva-
lent, fastened at the center of the chassis along the shorcer horizontal dimension, would
have been adequate to rale resonance atove maximum testing frequoncies.

The same calculations were carried out with a steel chassis. All other aspects of
the problem remained the same (weights, locations, etc. ), except the plate thickness,
which was reduced to 0.047 in. Using Figs. 40 and 41, the average of the two calculated
frequencies was found to be 25. 6 cps. Actual vibration showed resonance to be at 22. 5 cps.
Considering the nature of the problem, and the fact that Fig. 40 was based on an aluminum
chassis, the designer , ,ould have expected a lower resonant condition. Because of the
divergence between actual and calculated frequencies using this method, 35 cps should be
considered the lower design limit. Chassis stiffeners should be introduced if the calcu-
lated frequency falls below 35 cps. Resonance of the higher modes would be above these
frequencies.

CATHODE-RAY TUBES

Introduction

The protection of cathode-ray tubes from shock and vibration presents a difficult
problem. Even for normal handling operations, hazards exist which are greatly magni-
fied when high-impact shock is introduced into the environment. The importance of
proper support and mounting of thesf tubes cannot, therefore, be too highly stressed.

Typical Damages

Glass breakage is the most common type of CR tube shock damage. Breaks are
usually confined to the neck of the tube, where flaring toward the face begins. In several
installations, the internal elements of tubes were permanently deformed during shock,
which resulted in permanent misalignment of the electron beam, although the tube itself
still operated electrically. Where friction provides the only force positioning the tube
in ita cradle, rotation under shock sometimes takes place, causing the scope presenta-
tion to become canted. Sockets that are improperly restrained provoke electrical mal-
operation. Under vibration, about the only type of damage normally is tube element
failure.

Mounting Practices

One good method for mounting CR tubes is demonstrated in the mounting of the 5-in.
tube shown in Fig. 42. Around th'.e envelope of the tube is a formed sheet-metal housing.
The housing serves two purposes. From the electrical viewpoint, it protects against
stray magnetic and electrostatic fields; in addition, it provides an excellent means of
mechanical support. Between the tube and the shield, firm rubber padding (not sponge
rubber) is placed to prevent any buildup of a concentrated loading, and to reduce the
intensity of the level of sihock.

Stiffness in the supporting structure is important. If excessive flexibility exists,
the neck of the tube can easily be snapped durir shock by twisting or b3nding. In this
particular construction (Fig. 42), aluminum an,.es formed the supporting superstructure
and performed satisfactorily in both shock and vibration.
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Fig. 42 - A good mounting for a 5-in, cathode-ray tube

The tube is inserted neck first into the housing and is held in place by a molded rubber
bezel fitting around the outer periphery of the face. A suitably shaped metal retaining
ring is bolted over the bezel. The socket of the tube is spring-loaded to force the tube
against the rubber bezel, or face-piece, to take up any looseness in the mounting. Cau-
tion should be exercised to limit the deflectiJon of the spring-loaded assembly under longi-
tudinal shock. Ii large tube excursio 3 are permitted, the resulting rebound impact
between the tube and bezel might poasiu,:' cause damage. Therefore, by the use of such
a design technique, any motion of the tube, regardless of the direction of shock, is
arrested by rubber padding.

The housing is supported at both ends. In the front, a circular flange is spotwelded
to the housing and bolted to the front panel, and in the rear another spotweided flange is
fastened to a metal overhead hangar, Passing through the rear flange are two rods which
attach to a itar plate. The rear plate fits freely over 'the end of the socket and prevents
the socket f rom, bcin~g unseated during shock. A second rear plate, just forward from the
first, is attached rigidly to the socket. This plate and the tube can be rotated independentl-y
from the rest of the mounting assembly. Rotation of the furwaid plate provides a means
for scope presentation alignment. When both plates are locked together, the tube cannot
rotate.
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The problem of support becomes more critical with increased size of the glass
envelope. The same techniques as previously illustrated and discussed can be used for
the larger tubes, but definite precautions must be takern to insure adequate stiffness in
the mounting.

Radar viewing scopes frequently run as high as 21 in. in diameter. For these larger
tubes often mounted vertically, the shock motions must also be arrested by padding between
the surfaces of the envelope and the housing in order to distribute the resulting inertial
loads over as large an area as possible.

Instead of using springs to eliminate looseness in the mounting, adjustable rubber
snubbers, fitting around the socket of the tube, would be a better substitute. The snubbers
would be designed to act on plates fastened over the socket, as shown in Fig. 42.

Concluding Comments

The CR tube must be floated in rubber of adequate firmness. Rubber not only absorbs
part of the shock, but it accommodates some twisting of the supporting structure without
damage to the tube, and proteLts the brittle glass envelope from concentrated loadings.
Suitable restraining devices have to be provided for the socket. Since ruggedr ,s increases
us envelope size decreases, it is best to use the smallest possible tube that fulfills opera-
tional requirements.

PARTS

Electromagnetic Relays

Relays present two principal problems. First, there is the problem of balance
associated with the armature-contact assembly. Dynamic balancing of the assembly of
the smaller relays is reasonably common practice, but less common on the larger. The
second problem is closely allied with high-sensitivity requirements in modern high-speed
equipment. As the need for greater sensitivity increases, air-gap clea.-ances become
smaller, and forces used to maintain armature positions become less.

A sensitive balanced-armature relay is shown in Fig. 43. Vibrationwise, the relay's
performance was satisfactory for shipboard conditions. It was stated that the relpy could
withstand vibrations of 10 g amplitude for frequencies not greater than 60 cps. This is
more severe than the actual test conditions, up to 2 g at frequencies of 26 cps and below.
Shipboard vibration does not present a severe relay problem. But shock, on the other
hand, presents serious difficulties. For example, the relay of Fig. 43 was subjected to
a shock on the Navy lightweight, high-impact, shock machine, and was monitored by an
oscilloscope whose trace indicated the motion or bouncing of the movable contacts between
the fixed contacts. A high-spccd camera recorded the scope presentation. To provide a
time history of the relay's performance, a 500-cps timing trace was also included.

Figure 44, a sample film strip showing the performance of the reiay under shock,
graphically portrays the effect of shock-excited vibrations of the ai•mature. The sinusoidal
pattern on the strip is the timing trace, on which time increases from left to right. Above
the timing trace is the trace showing the positions assumed by the movable contacts
during shock. The solid line at the lower end cf the trace was recorded with the armature
in the energized position before the blow was struck. Power was maintained on the coil
throughout the disturbance. Disturbance of this trace indicates the time at which the blow
was struck. The lower, middle, and upper concentration of lines during the disturbance
is the position taken by the electron sweep corresponding to the energized, neutral, and
de-energized positions of the armature. According to the time trace, the armature
disturbance 'asted for approximately 335 milliseconds with single contact openings cf up
to 3. 5 milliseconds duration.
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Fig. 43 - A sensitive balanced-armature relay

335 MLLISECONDS E,
(APPROX,)

500 C.PS TUNING "7RACIE

Fig. 44 - Oscilloscope photographic record o" momentary openings an4 closings
of the movable contacts of a relay under high-impact shock

Performance of the relays under shock and vibratiun is usually better in the energized
condition, because the magnetic field of the coil tends to damp or restrain the motion of
the armature. For example, in the case of the relay described here, the duration of the
shock disturbance when energized was in one case only 30 percent of the duration of the
disturbanca in the de-energized condition. Performance in this regard is greatly affected
by the direction of the shock disturbance. A horizontal shock parallel to a plane through
the axis or pivot points of a relay armature usually has the least disturbing effect.
Advantage should be taken of these facts m the circuit design and in the physical orienta-
tion of the relay whenever possible.

Relay manufacturers have developed some interesting designs in their searct for
shock resistance. Figure 45 shows a rotary-type relay in which the armature tends to
align itself with the magnetic field of the energized coil. Unhappily, in this instance,
the same shock problems existed, with performance no better than that of the previous
type.

Although no relay has as yet been designed that possesse- positive operational
characteristics under both shipboard vibration and shock, it does not nmcan that relays
cannot be used successfully under such conditions. Circuits containing relays can be so
designed that automatic recycling and restarting occurs after each shock, or, as is often
the case, circuit response can be made slower than the shock disturbance, with the result
that malperformance does not have a chance to take place.
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Fig. 45 Rotary-type relay

Because of the importance of the relay in electronics, much research is being
directed toward it and its operation. The approaches that show most promise for better
shock resistance are the development of very light and rigid armature sections, increased
forces for holding armature in position, dynamically balanced elements, wiping and lock-
ing type contacts where permissible, and adjustment of circuit response times to maxi-
inum values.

Capacitors

The capacitors m~ost frequently used i.- electronic equipments may be grouped,
according to their general methods of construction and mounting, into three basic classes.
These are the lead-mounted types, which assume many varied shapes and sizes, and
which have supplemental support provided for the heavier ones in the form of a body clamp,
the canned types, in whose design the provisions for mounting may vary widely, and the
variable air-gap types. By virtue of their basic desigi, classes one and three present
the fewest problems of shock and vibration.

Damage can also be grouped into three classes, which are damage to internal leads
as In the case of the canned types, damage to external leads, and damage to or inadequacy
of the mounting or clamping system. These classes are not necessarily independent of
each other, yet each may occur without the other two resulting. For example, it is
possible to mount a canned condenser so flexibly that as a consequence both internal and
external lead fallures occur. Conversely, internal leads may fatigue because of
improperly supported elements within the condenser housing, without the condenser itself
being too flexibly mounted.

To solve the problem, the designer must first choose components In which 0-1l ele-
ments have good support. By this is meant that all resonant frequencies must be well

above anticipated frequencies of the disturbing vibration. Obviously, the overall mount-
ing of the condenser must possess the same characteristic. Capacitors are rugged and
are seldom damaged. Most of the damage that does occur can be attr!bited to poor
mountings.

Figure 46 shows typical damage to a cannd bathtub capacitor. Relatively few
cycles of vibration were required to cause fatigue of the mounting ears. The chassis on
which this was mounted also po sessd a high degree of flexibility, which contri:uted
greatly to the failure. However, chassis flexibility is not always correctable if excessive,
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Fig. 46 - Typical damage to a canned bathtub capacitor

and components having little vibration resistance should not be used. In the case of the
damnaged capacitor, a metal retaining strap over the housing was necessary until struc-
tural modifications could be made to stiffen the chassis.

Broken leads on lead-mounted capacitors can usually be prevented by a metal clamp.
The same rules given for small resistor (see page 50) that are lead-mounted apply to
lead-mounted capacitors. Excessive flexibility and lead failures in canned and air-gap
types can be prevented most easily by substitution of more ruggei types which are
normally available.

The types of capacitors and mountings Shown in Fig. 47 are usually satisfactory,
whereas those in Fig. 48 are somewhat less desirable, especially for the larger capaci-
tors of their particular.series. Under shock, condensers held by fuze clips, as in Fig. 48a,
sometiaes become unseated because the spring pressure is not adequate. Under vibra-
tion, occasional fracture of the solder bonds on the twist-lug types, Fig. 48c, are a source
of malperformance because of the resulting looseness to the mounting and disruptior of
circuit continuity. Soft solder is also used to bond the mounting bracket to the body of the
type shown on Fig. 48b, thus making this design somewhat susceptible to fatigue. Fow-
ever, all of the designs in both figures are used successfully for the smaller physical
sizes. Most commercial capacitors, when mounted properly, possess sufficient vibra-
tion and shock resistance to meet the requirements of current Navy test specifications.

Transformers and Chokes

Lack of stiffness is the direct cause of most tramiformer damage. In laboratory
evaluation tests, more transformer damage is caused by vibration than by shock.
Figures 49 through 52 illustrate some of the more common small transformer designs
used in current electronic equipments. The coil and core of the transformer in Fig. 49
is supported in cantilever fashion, which results in low resonant frequencies. This type
of mounting appears much too Ireqierntly. A better arrangement is to mount the core and
coil on symmetrical supports, as shown in Fig. 50, By using the same bolts wbich tie
the core to the housing as the chassis mounting bo!ts, the housing is not subjected to large
concentrated loads. As a result, a thin sheet-metal housing is adequate, as it serves
simply as a reservoir for the cooling or potting compounds. Because the housing of the
transformer in Fig. 51 was required to bear the weight of the entire trnisformer assembly,
the mounting flanges fractured under vibration, and internal leads failed.
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Fic.E 47 Types of capacitors and mountings usually
satisfactory for shock and vibration environment

Fig. 48 - Types of ,apacitors and mountings less
desirable for shock and vibration environment,
especially for the larger sizes

"•ig. 49 -Cantilever sup-
port for transformer coil
and core which reeults in

low resonant frequencies
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Fig. 50 - Tiansformer core and coil mounted
on symnmetrical z-section supports

Fig. 51 -Fractured mount-

ouing supporting entire

weight of assembly

Fig 52 -Desirable transformer core mounting for shock
and vibration environment showing mounting bclts passing
througýSthe core
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Fig. 53 - Transformer mounting showing core secured
to bottom angle brackets

A desirable core mounting, from a shock and vibration viewpoint, is similar to that in
Fig. 52, where the mounting bolts for the transformer pass through the core itself. Since
"CO type cores (Hipersil, etc.) cannot be drilled without alternating electrical character-
istics, adequate mountings become a more difficult problem. Figure 53 demonstrates the
more conventional mounting method, where the core is bolted to angle brackets. Usually,
no mechanical support is provided at the top of the core. A stiffer system could be effected
by similarly suppcrting both the top and bottom of the core, using the housing as a load
bearing structure.

An influence is also exerted on the stiffness of any core mounting by the potting corn-
ponents used. Pitch, having a much greater viscosity than oil, increases resonance and
provides better support, but other characteristics, such as dielectric strengths and heat
conductivities, might prohibit its use in many designs. Compounds of the highest viscosity
compatible with all design considerations are preferable.

Transformers and chokes are a fruitful source of substantial reductions in weight of
electronic equipments. Their miniaturization by the use of better designs and materials
would go far to reduce the shock and vibration problems of electronic equipment.

Resis;tors

Resistors perform exceptionally well under shipboard shock and vibration, when
mounting practices conforming to such environmental conditions are stringently followed.
Occasional damages that do occur are not the fault of the resistor itself, but of the method
and manner of mounting.

Resistor mountings are very similar to those of capacitors, which have been described
In anc-ther section. Greater emphasis should be placed on adequate support for the phe-
nolic boards commonly used to mount resistors of the 1/3- to 2-watt ratlngs. Too often,
the distance between supports of these mounting boarda cause low-frequency resonance
to re6,ia. This in turn causes iead failures.

Before solder is applied to any terminal connection, a good mechanical connection
should exist. This is obtained by wiapping the end of tht lead securely around the point
of connection. Some manufacturers allow approximately 1/8 In. of free lead to protrude
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from the wrapping after trimming, to make replacement easier. For increased stiffness,
the lead length between the resistor body and the binding post should be maintafned at a
minimum, probahly no more than 1/4 to 3/8 in. for the 1/3- to 2-.watt sizes. No damages
result when these few simple practices are followed.

Potentiometers are also resi'tant to damage, although rotation may occur under
vibration and shock conditions if locks are not provided. Commercial locks are satis-
fartory for Shipboard vibration, and should be used.

A word of caution concerning body clamps: leads break if clamps are not used for
lead-mounted resistors larger than the 2-watt size. The solution is to clamp any part
where doubt exists as to its resonance.

Air Blowers

The large amounts of heat energy released in electronic equipments during operation
make it necessary to provide conling to prevunt unsafe temperature Clevations within the
enclosures. To control these enclosure temperatures, propeller or centrifugal-type
blowers, as shown In Figs. 31 and 54, respectively, are frequently used.

I!

Fig. 54 - Poor mounting arrangement for a
centrifugal-type blower

As in the case of many other components, the blowers themselves, if solidly mounted
to the structure, possess in general a sufficiently high degree of ruggedness to withstand
shock and vibration. The methods of mounting create the weak link In the chain. Such
deficiencies are intensified by the lack of mournt symmetry and the use of mounts to pro-
vide vibration isolation, where noise elimination is necessary. The blowers should not be
provided with isolation mountings, unless the generated microphonics are of high enough
magnitude to cause difficulty. If they are used, sufficient clearance and dampLng must be
provided. From the viewpoint of the discussion, it is more satisfactory to mount the
blower solidly In the equipment.
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Figure 54 illustrates a poor design of centrifugal-type blower for vibration and ehock
resistance. The weight of the entire assembly is supported by the flange surrounding the
outer end of the delivery duct. This results in a cantilevered system. This type of mount-
ing is unfortunately quite prevalent In many equipments. The solution is to provide addi-
tional support for the motor. Where the motor housing has tapped holes which can be used
to receive supplemental fasteners, support can easily be provided. But in the few cases
where such holes do noi exist and cannot be made, strapping becomes the simplest
expedient. Metal straps passing around the motor body and fastened to suitable brackets
as a rule introduce adequate stiffness into the assembly.

Propeller-type fans present less of a pr,,blem, since adequate motor support is
normally furnished. If it is not, corrective modifications should be made.

In summary, vibrational resonances resulting from poor mountings are the chief
reason for damage to blowers, according to laboratory tests, Bearings, end bells,
armature assemblies, etc., all seem to possess the necessary stiffness and strength
requirements, when dynamic conditions are not unnecessarily amplified by resonances.

Fasteners

Recent years have witnessed a tremendous increase in the complexity of equipment,
and along with this increase, the need for rapid inspection and repair techniques has
acquired greater importance, To meet this need, quick-release-type fasteners have
come into widespread use, especially in the aircraft and electronics industries. Their
desirability arises from the fact that only a fraction of a turn is aecessary to lock or
release the device; complex equipment, if joined together by much fasteners, can be dis-
assembled, inspected or repaired, and reassembled in less time than is required for the
same operations using screws and bolts. A few of the morepopular types are illustrated
in Fig. 55.

-AA

Fig. 55 - A few of the more populdar types of
quick-release fa6Leners
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Quick-release fastenerR are infrequently used 11a sh.pboard units, and then usually in
locations not subjected to large loads. A few manufacturers have ,ised them in light sub-
chassis mountings, but, under shock and vibration tests, bolt substitutions were necessary
in several cases. Where they are required to carry loads of any magnitude, thair per-
formance is poor. Under shipboard vibration, these fasteners tend to al!-w relative dis-
placements between the captive load and support, which in effect increases the transmis-
sibility and the possibility of damage. Their strength under high-impact shock is much
less than similar size screws or bolts. Although designers can use them with success to
secure inspection plates or covers, it is wiser to use standard bolts nnd screws for most
purposes where parts or subassemblies must be replaceable or removable for servicing.
The basic wcakness of quick-release fasteners arises from the fact that they employ a
spring element to maintain tension when "locked up. Inertial forces of low magnitude 4
overcome this spring force and cause looseness in the assembly, Under high-impact shock,
the spring, or the cam rider-.the member which engages the spring and through which the
loads are transmitted from the captive mass to the support-can easily deform or fracture.
Fractional-turn locking, however, would ba generally lmpra'tical without such features.

Snap-rings, set-screws, and roll-pins are frequently unsatisfactory for shipboard
conditions. Under shock, snap-rings can be easily unseated, and roll-pins may collapse.
Set-screws are usually relegated to the task of positioning the smaller control knobs.
Spotwelding, although pnssessing great popularity, is another method requiring prudent
judgement. The basic structure of an equipment should nut be spotwelded; however, the
metal skin, or covering fitting over the frame, and many lightweight appendages, can be
successfully installed by this method.

Fi-re 5H illustrates the type of fastener discussed under cabinets and consoles in
conjunction with chassis mountings (Fig. 25). These fasteners are distributed-around
the front panel of the chassis to secure the chassis to the main frame of the cabinet, and
are knurled and slotted to facilitate loosening and tightening. Shank diameters vary, of
course, according to various design parameters, but should not be less than 3/16 in. for
lightweight or 5/16 in. for mediumweight equipment. Normal thread sizes vary from
1/4 in.-20 to 3/8 in. -16.

The best fasteners or fastening methods for ship- i
board conditions are usually the more conventional,
1. e. , rivets, s c r e w s and bolts, and welding. With
screws and bolts, lock washers--preferably split-ring
types, since under shock they resist surface deforma-
tions which could lead to looseness--must be univer-
sally employed. Strength calculations for bolts are
dealt with in some detail in Ref. (12), together with ..
discussions concorning riveting and weldiz.g.

Fig. 56 - Reduced-shank
Electron Tubes front-panel thumbecrr w

Tube performance is affected by many factors.
Tube ruggedness, tube location on the chassis,
chassis location In the equipment, and mounting methods, all influence overall perform-
ance. For example, greater shock prQtection is afforded when tubes are grouped near
the center of chassis, where greater deflections occur. Tubes located distant from
mounting surfaces benefit from aitenuation which occurs as the shock passes through
various elements of the structure. But, again, the pili•iary causes of most tube darmage
during laboratory tests are resonant frequencies falling within the range of testing fre-
quencies. Resonance of either the tubes themselves, or the chassis or structure on which
the tubes are mounted, causes most detrimental results.
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Fig. 57- A few of the more popular types of tube clamps

Laboratory evaluation tests demonstrate that roughly twice as many tubes are damaged
by vibration as by shock, for current shipboard acceptance specifications. The vibration
part of a test is usually performed first, hence some apparent vibration failures might
be attributable to the lack of quality control, but such failures are believed to be relatively
few. The most important problem, therefore, is to raise the various individual resonances
above predominating environmental frequencies. Other sections discuss the necessary
measures required to stiffen, support, or form the chassis or structure.

Tube clamps are always necessary to retain the tubes in their sockets. Figure 57
shows a few of the more frequently used types in current eloctronic equipment. All of
these are satisfaetory, with proper application. Any of the clamps shown on the minia-
tures in the front row work equally well, as do the clamps used on the two outboard tubes
in the back row. However, if Axtremely large tutes are clamped by devices similar to
those shown on the two rear inboard tubes, a low resonance might occur. Better results
could be obtained with two binding posts instead of a single one for the stop hat* clamp
at the left, while a "top hat' used in conjunction with the bayonet base would be a worth-
while addition for the other system. These clamps will satisfy most needs. The tube
manufacturer should be consulted to assure correct clamp application.

Another difficulty frequently encountered in shock is envelope breakage caused by
heavy ceramic plate caps. During shock, the cap tends to remain stationary relative
to the tube. Depending on the direction of the shock motion, the cap may crack the tube
envelope or may be unseated entirely., since it is positioned only by friction, A simple
metal substitute, as shown In Fig. 58, prevents such damage because of less mass, but
the safety hazard is measurably increased. As a compromise, the plastic cap may he
used with reasonable success.

Spacing between tubes and adjacent components, in the equipments tested, generally
appears to be adequate. Envelope fracture caused by collision can usually be traced to
other causes.
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Fig. 58 - Electron plate caps
(a) Ceramic (b) Metallic (c) Plastic

Undoubtedly, further development will remove many present inadequacies in tube
design. In the meantime, tube damage can be sharply reduced by proper mounting tech-
niques, good structural design, and the use of ruggedized or reliable versions.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Problems of the more common and numerous electronic parts, relating to shock and
vibration environments, have been presented. Emphasis has been placed on the necessity
of designing the structures of these parts for stiffness and lightness. The same considera-
tion is necessary in the design of less used, or special, parts in order to eliminate sources
of malfunctions under shock and vibration. Some concluding considerations are indicated
ila the following paragraphs.

Ruggedized meters are available for many applications; however, when none Is avail-
able for particular circumstances, steel-cased meters (nonruggedized), mounted toward
the center of a panel, where the greatest deflections occur, stand a better %Ahance of
surviving shock than molded phenolic-cased types. Large, stiff rubber grommets, if
used to float the meters on the panel, will help to reduce the shock transmission.

Wiring and lead breakages create a major design problem. and damage of this sort
is particularly provoking and serious because of the long delays and oftentimes elaborate
equipment required to isolate the failure. The use of stranded wire, proper lacing, and
clamps for cables and wire bundles, and the inclusion of sufficient slack at terminal con-
nections to accomodato the relative motions occurring during shock and vibration, will
greatly simplify the problem.

Fastener damage in equipments whose resonant frequencies are out of testing ranges
is minor. Rivets, screws, bolts, and welding are preferred types of fasteners; the various
quick-release devices are special-purpose fasteners that carry only light loads, and azre
not normally desirable. The application of ordinary types of stainless steel bolts and
screws for comparatively heavy loads should be carefully considered from a strength
viewpoint. These ordinary types (18-8) have a low yield point (about 25, 000 psi), and
therefore will stretch and loosen under high-impact shock, although they have a high
ultimate strength and high ductility. Lockwashers should be used in conjunction with
screws and bolts, The star type appears to be infcrlor to the spilt-ring lockwasher.
Impact loadings cause the surface of soft materials, such as aluminum, to deform under a

the tips of the star washer, thus resulting in a loose fastener.

Laboratory tests, based on actual field operating conditions, indicate that damages
due to shock Knd vibration are basically mechanical. Consequently, elimination of these
damages in new equipments depends on the application of known mechanical principles
while the equipment i• ,r the 0esign stages. Damage resistanice should be primarily a
function of design, with less reLancc placed on the shock-isolator.
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APPENDIX A
Stiffness and its Effect on Shock Stress-Response

Some examples involving the application of static and dynamic forces to simple beam
structures will now be presented. These examples illustrate in part the general statement
that, for beams having sections common to engineering uses, the stiffer the beam is the
greater its strength, I. e., the greater is the bending moment it can withstand fcr a given
maximum stress in the beam. In these examples, there are two families of beams of
simple rectangular configuration. In one set, b (breadth) is held constant while d (depth)
is varied, and in the other, d is held constant while b is varied. In contrast, a square
hollow beam is included to demonstrate an efficient, weight-saving, stiff design. A fur-
ther advantage of the square section is equal stiffness in two directions. A round section,
of course, would have equal stiffness in all directions.

CANTILEVER BEAMS-STATIC CONDITION

Suppose it is desirec" ' support a concentrated load of 120 lb at the end of a steel
Vantilever beam whose length is 10 in. and whose natural frequency is required to be
25 c•s. The problem is to select a suitable cross section. For practical purposes, the
structure can be considered a linear, single-degree-of-Areedom system. The effect of
the weight of the beam is neglected. The formulae required in the solution of this problem
are

I J1
fw hr fW D nAlu

where fn natural frequency, g = 32. 2 ft/sece and D g static deflection due to load (inches),and

P 13
1) - ,(A2)

which is the deflection at the free end of a cantilever beam, where D = static deflection
Ps = static load, I = length oý beam, E = modulus of elasticity of material (steel = 30 x 06),
arid I = moment of inertia of section about its neutral axis.

I = 1 2d (A3)

is the moment of inertia of a rectangular section, where b = breadth and d = depth.

S' Mm (A4

is the formula for maximum flexural stress of a beam, where Mmax - maximum bending,
C = distance from neutral axis of the beam to outermost fiber, and I moment of inertia
of section about its normal axis.

57
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Mmax = PI (AS)

il. the formula for maximum bending moment of a cantilever beam (at fixed end), where
Ps = static load and 1 %: length. Solving for D from Eq. (Al),

D g x . 2  32.2 x 12 386
(27 fn) 2  (6.28 X 25)8 ' "3 24, 0 in0

Solving for I 1rom Eq. (A2),

I 120 X (lW) I (in.)

3 X 30(10P X 0. 016 8

From Eq. (A3), it can be seen that a section 1-in. square has a value of I = 1/12 (in.)'.
From Eq. (A4), the maximum fiber stress at the fixed end of the beam

1200 x 1/2
Smax = 1/12 in.

Table Al summarizes the results of these calculations, as well as those for beams of
other cross sections with I c 10 In. and P a 120 lb.

Table il shows that in all cases the stiffer beams of a particular family are stronger
than the less stiff beams of the same family, since their maximum flexural stresses are

always smaller. Another way of considering this is that the bcams with higher natural
frequencies are stronger than the lower frequency beams for a given loading. The design
engineer who has confined his talents to static structures might be tempted to c~mment-

that all the beams except beam 1 have been over-designed, assuming the beam material
is SAE 1020 cold-rolled steel with a yield of 50, 000 psi and a maximum stress of90, 000 psi. ..ubsequent descriptions and examples of the response of these beams to

specific dynamic loadings for shipboard environment will demonstrate that beams 1, 2,
and 4 are definitely under-designed. Beam 6 is obviously an efficient design, since
ineffective material at the center has been removed. This results In a comparatively

lightar and stronger beam, as a glance at the beam weight column of Table Al will Indi-
cate. Figure Al, a plot of maximum sthtic fiber stress versus weight for a 25-cps and
70-cps family of beams, is given to demonstrate that, for a given weight of material, 4,
low-frequency structures are initially stressed to a greater degree than hlgh-irequency
structures. This fact demonstrates that there is less margin for the added stresses of
dynamic conditions, with greaiter susceptibility to excessive yielding and fracture. This

is explained further in the following paragraphs. However, extremes that involve very
thin sections which are susceptible to buckling should be avoided. The beams of Fig. Al
are all cantilever beams 10 in. long with a concentrated load of 120 lb at their ends.

CANTILEVER BEAMS-DYNAMIC CONDITIONS

Let us assume that a force P. is applied to the cantilever structure (beam 2,
fn = 25 cps) in the form of a sinusoidal pulse of t = 1 millisecond (ms) duration. Let us
assume further that this force Po is an inertial loading caused by a sinusoidai accelera-
tion pulse with a peak value of 5 g. This means that the peak dynamic force reaches a
value of 5 x 120 = 600 lb. The same inertial effect is realized if a 5-g acceleration pulse
is applied to the base of the structure sIpporting thc Cantiler beam. rhis dyna...ic
loading is superlrnpcýsed on the itatic loading of 120 1b which tie beam Is -.-pporting.
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TABLE Al
Static Conditions, 10-in. Cantilever Beam

Section I (in.)' D (in.) fn (cps) Sm (psi) Beam KWt (lb) (lb/in)
- --

(1) M 1/2 in. 1/96 0.128 8.8 28,800 1.55 938

1 in.

(2) M 1 in. 1/12 0.016 25.0 7,200 3.10 7,500

1 in.

(3) 1 2 in. 2/3 0.002 70.0 1,800 6.20 60, 000

1/2 in.

(4) 1 in. 1/24 0.032 17.5 14,400 1.55 3,750

2 in.

(5) 1 in. 1/6 0.008 35.0 3 46 0 0  6.20 15,000

1-1/2 in.

( -1/2 in. 0.339 0.004 50.0 2, 655 3.90 30,770
(6) in.lsq3.9 307-0

F 2 3 4

20 &EAM, IN4)

I 2 3 4

70 cps(r. 2 IN4) ii
Fig. Al - Static stresa vs. a 4- 1 X3" X 1-1,
boam weight for 25-cps and w
70-cps.O-in. cantilever
beams 0.0103_

I.-

4

0 i 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10 1; 12 13

BEAM 4.EIGHT (LH)
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This level of shock acceleration is representative of that which mighk be expected In
truck transportation, and is not representative of the higher shock levels experienced hy
nzaval vessels due to noncontact underwater explosions. This is discussed later. From
Table Al, the spring constant of the beam is 7500 lb per in., and the static deflection
corresponding to a static load of 600 lb i.; 0. 08 in. Now t,/T = 0. 001/0. 04 = 0. 0025, and,
referring to Fig. B3b of Appendix B, the dynamic lMad factor (DLF) is about 0. 10. There-
fore, the added loading on the beam due to thiq force Po being applied as a sinusoidal pulse
of 1 me duration is 0. 10 x 600 = 60 lb; the increase in fiber stress at the location of maxi-
mum bending moment is

60 x 10 x 1/_2
1x/2 -- =3600 psi.

Applying the same pulse to beam 3 (fn = 70 cps) t/T = 0. 001/0. 014 M 0.071, and, referring
to Fig. B3b of Appendix B, the DLF is about 0. 28; the added load due to the dynamic force
Po applied as a sinusoidal pulse of 1 ms duration is 0. 28 x 600 a 168 lb, and the increase
in fiber stress at the location of maximum bending moment is

168 x0x 1 p2/3 =2bZ0 psi.

Now let us see what happens when the sinusoidal pulse duration is increabed lo 40 me, but
the peak force-amplitude remains the same, namely 600 lb. For beam 2, t,/T = 0.04/0.04 = 1, j
and, referring again to Figure B3b, of Appendix B, the DLF becomes 1. 75. The added load
due to dynamic effects is therefore 1. 75 X 600 = 1050 lb, and the increase in fiber stress is

(1060 X 10) X 1/2
(i I..0 =2 63,000 psi.

Applying the same pulse (P = 600 Ib, t 1  40 ms) to beam 3 (fn = 70 cps), tJT 0. 040/0. 014
= 2.9, the DLF is about 1. Y. The added load due to dynamic effects is 1.2 x 600 = 720 lb,
and the increase in fiber stress is

= 10, 800 psi.

In a similar manner, the maximum dynamic flexural stress can be calculated for different
sinusoidal pulse durations and for beams of different frequencies. Table A2 summarizes
the results of these calculations for dynamic conditions for the 6 beams of Table Al, and
the results are plotted in Fig. A2. The total maximum fiber stress in the beams is the
sum of the useful static stress due to the load of 120 lb plus the stress due co dynamic
loading (Po = 600 lb) as determined from the DLF. In Fig. A2, the stress at zero pulse
duration represents the initial static stress due to the useful load Ps = 120 lb. The dynamic
stress, due to Po = 600 lb being applied in the form of a sinusoidal pulse of varying dura-
tions up to 40 ms, is added to the static stress. The portions of the curves above the
elastic-ILnit stress (50, 000 psi) are dotted to indicate that, above this value, the beam
systems are nonlinear, but that the dynamic responses are based on a completely linear
system.

As pointed out previously, the intensity of shock is a function of the rate of change and
the force magnitude of the shock pulse. Figure A2 also shows that low-frequency structures
of reasonable engineering design, with regard to weight considerations, are not only usually
initially stressed to a highe, degree than high-frequency or stiff structures, but are also
more highly stressed as the pulse duration is lengthened, even though the DLF is smailer
than for stiLlf structures. Compare the DLF and stresses of the 8. 8- and 70-cps beams
of Table A2. It is obvious, therefore, that the low dyn'amic load factors associated with
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TABLE A2
Summarizatlo of Caluulations for Dynamr' Conditions for the Dearns

of Table At
in T tl DBM DBS Totals* "i

Section fn I tj/ DLF DL DM DB Ttas(cps) (sec) (see) t1 /T (in-lb) 'psi) (psi)

8.810.11 0.001 0.0091 0.04 24 240 5f,760 34,560
0.010 0.091 0.36 216 2, 160 '51, G40 80,640

1 0.020 0.182 0.72 432 4, 320 103, 680 132,4801
0.030 0.273 1.10 860 6, 600 158,400 187, 200
0.040 0.364 1.30 780 7, 800 187,200 216,000

25.0 0.040 0.001 0.025 0.10 60 600 3,600 10,800
0.010 0.250 1.00 600 6,000 38,000 43,200

I 0.020 0.500 1.00 960 9,600 57,600 64,800
0.030 0.750 1.75 1,050 10, 500 63,000 70, 200
0.040 1.000 1.7.5 1,050 10,500 63,000 70,200 7

70.0 0.014 0.001 0.071 0.28 168 1,680 2,520 4,320
0.010 0.710 1.73 1,038 10,380 15,570 17,370

m 1 0020 1.420 1.50 900 9,000 13,500 15,300
0.030 2.130 1.20 720 7,200 10,800 12,600
0.040 2.840 1.20 720 7,200 10,800 12,600

17.5 0.057 0.001 0.0175 0.1 60 600 7,200 21,600
0.010 0.1750 0.7 420 4,200 50,400 64,800

IV 0.020 0.35001 1.2 720 7,200 86,400 100,800
0.030 0.52501 1.8 980 9,600 115,200 129,000
0.040 0.70001 1.75 1,050 10,500 126,000 140,400

35.3 0. 0284 0.001 0.0352 0.14 84 840 2,520 6,120
0.010 0.352 1.35 810 8,100 24,300 27,900V 0.020 0.704 1.74 1,044 10, 440 31,320 34,920 •

0.030 1.056 1.73 1,038 10,380 31,140 34,740
0.040 1.408 1.50 90o 9,000 27,000 30,600

50.0 0.02 0.001 0.05 0.20 120 1,200 2,855 5,310
I0.010 0.50 1.60 9860 9,800 21, 286 23, 941

VI I0.020 1.00 1.75 1,050 10,500 23,205 25,860
0.030 1.50 1.50 900 9,000 19,890 22,545
0.040 2.00 1.30 780 7,800 17,238 19,893

*These totals represent the values of the dynamic bendnzg stresses (DBS) plus
the values of the static strcsccs (Sm) shc,,-,, in Table Al.

low-frequency structures under shock will not necessarily assure aj, acceptable stress
level. The acceleration-pulse durations associated with Navy high-impact shock machines
are of the order of 1-2 milliseconds, and these durations ar- reasonably close to those
determined in underwater explosion field tests. However, ii for some reason these values
were exceeded, the problem would become more acute for the low-frequency .structurcs.
This fact is also shown in Fig. A2 by the Initial slope of the dynamic-stress response
curves as well as by the maximum-stress response.

CANTILEVER BEAMS-DYNAMIC CONDITIONS, SHIPBOARD

Figure A2 indicates the maximum stress response of the bean s to a sinusoidal pulse
of 5 g's magnitude, and, for this value, up to pulse durations of 5 milliseconds, they are
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Fig. AZ - Dynanmic response for beams of Table Al to a sinusoidal acceleration
pulse of 5 g

acceptable. However, this magnitude is what may be expected in electronic equipment
installed in trucks or trailers. For shipboard conditions, the values of accelerations
are higher, up to 100 g's or more for the rigid body motion or motion of the center of
mass of the equipment. If the magnitude of the pulse is increased to 50 g's, the stress
values would then be 10 times greater. For pulse durations of 2 milliseconds, the maxi-
mum stresses for the beams identified by frequency would be as follows; 8. 8 cps -
40, 000 psi, 25 cps - 150, 000 psi, 50 cps - 80, 000 pal, 70 cps - 85. WO0 psi, 17. 5 cps -
280, 000 psi, 35. 2 cps - 85, 000 psi. It is ccicluded from these shtess values that the
8.8-cps, 17.5-cpu and 25-cps beams would 1racture under a 50-g shock of a milliseconds
duration. The 35. 3-cps and 50-cps beams would ahow visual evidence of plastic deforma-
tion, while the 70-cps beam's plastic deformation would be much smaller, and perhaps
require instruments to measure.

FIXED ENT S_&MP -STATIC CONDITION

Actually, a cantilever-type structure does not permit full utilization of the energy-
absorption capacity of the material. Furthermore, the utlization of 'uch a structure in
electronic equipment (except for antennas) is highly improbable, and more than likely
a beam fixed at both ends would be utilized. Now, consider the problem to be identical
In all respects to the cantilever beam, but that the beams are fixed at both ends, and the
ccncentrated load of 120 lb is applied at the center. The length of the span is still 10 in.,
but the beam itsell will now be 12 in. long instead of 11 in,, as in the case of the
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TABLE A3
Static Conditions, 10-in, Fixed-End Beam

Secio (i IBeam K
Section I (in.)_ D (in. ifn (cps) Sm (psi) Wt (lb) (lb/in)

I in.

'1) 1/2 in. 1/96 0.002000 'TO o ,600 1.69 60,000

1 _i_

(2) 1 in. 1/12 0.000250 20O 900 3.38 480,000

in.

(3) 2 in. 2/3 0. 000031 560 250 6.70 3, 840, 000

1/2in.

(4) 1 In. 1/24 0.000500 140 1,800 1.69 240, 000

9!I
S(5)in. 1/6 0.000125 280 450 6.76 960,000

(8) 1-1/2 in. 0.339 00000825 400 333 4.24 1,96D,280 I

cantilever beams. The extra inch of length is the allowance for fixing the other end of the
beam. The static deflection of a beam fixed at both ends with a concentrated load at its
center is

D - 192E" (A1)

It is apparent that the static deflection of the fixed-end beams of the same cross section
and material as the cantilever beams is 64 times less, and the natural frequencies are
8 times greater. The maximurn- bending moment occurs equally at the center and ends,
and has a value given by

M (A7)

From Eq. (A7), it can be seen that, since the maximum bending moment is 8 times less
ihan the maximum bending moment for the cantilever beam, the maLximum stresses as
determined from Eq. (A4) are 8 times less. However, this double fixed-end beam is
strained to a greater degree ovcr its length for equal deflections, and therefore has a
greater energy-absorption capacity per unit of weight or volume than thc cantilever beam.
This ;s the essence of efficient design. Table A3 summarizes the results for static
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conditions fr the 10-in, beams fixed at both ends with a concentrated load of 120 lb at
their centers. The cross sections and materials are the same as in Table Al.

FIXED-END BEAPM-DYNAIMIC CONDITION

Figure A3 shows the results for three fixed-end beams under the same dynamic
conditions as iar the~ cantilever beams. The cross sections shown are (1), (2), and
(3) of Table A3. All these beams are satisfactory fc'r th 6-g acceleration pulse, regard-
less of pulse durations. Mefrring back to Fig. A2 for the stress response of the canti-
lever beams, this conclusion is not true for the 8.08- and 17. 5-cps beams while the
25-cpt beam is marginal. However; this conclusion is true for the 36.3-, 50-, and
70-cps cantilever beams.

FIXED-END BEAMS-DYNAMIC CONDITIONS, SHIPBOARD

If the pulse magnitude is increased to 50 ges, a shock level more representative of
shipboard environment, the stresr values would be 10 times sreater, and for a
2-millisecond pulse duration, the maximum stresses for the beams identified by fre-
quency would be as follows: i70 cp - 130, 000 psi, 200 cps - 79, 000 psi, and 580 cps -
23,000 psi. The latter beam, it should be emphasized, would he considered sati3factory
for shock levels in excess of 100 g's, regardless .i pulse duration. Moreover beam-
section (2), wh~ich is 1-in, square, when Lised for the cantilever, results in a 25-cpa
beam with a dynamic load factor of absut 0. 2 for a 2-ms pulse duration. When used for
the double fixed-end beam, it produces a 200-cps beam with a dynamic load factor of
about 1. 11 for a 2-ms pulse duration. The miusresses, however, for this dynamic con-
dition, are 150, 000 psi and 79, 000 psi, respectively. This emphasizes the fact that a
low value of the dynamic load factor may be misleading when not correlated with the
associated stresses of the structural sections involved. This does not mean that accept-
able stress levels cannot be achieved with low-frequency structures. but the required
additional material to accomplish this results in increased weight, as shown in Fie. Al.
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FPXED-END BEAMS-DISTRIBUTED LOAD

If the same load is distributed, rather than concentrated, the ability of the beams to
resist dynamic loading is still further Increased. For the same beams, fixed at both
ends with a uniformly distributed load, the maxim.um deflect!•,n is given by

W14 1(A8)

where w is the weight per unit length. Comparing Eqs. (AO) and (Ab), it is seen that the
uniformly loaded beam has a static deflection for the same load equal to one-half of the
value for the beam with the same concentrated load, and therefore the natural frequency is
increased further by the factor 152. The maximum bending moment occurs at the ends,
and has a value given by the following equation:

wil
Mmax (AG)

Comparing Eqs. (A7) and (AD) it is seen that, for identical conditions, the maximum
flexural stresses for the uniformly loaded beams, as determined by Eq. (A4), would be
1.5 times less.

This analysis of the dynamic response of beams indicates the basic considerations
in designing for h&gh-impact shock. The analysis of more complicated -t ructures, such
as chassis and columns, is a difficult problem, and more investigation is required. How-
ever, the practical aspects of the problems involved have been thoroughly explored in the
long-term evaluation program of electronic equipmAnt, and the suggested design methods
and consideratior•. , , ssented in this report have contributed toward the elimination of

,iany failures and attainment of reliable equipment. Compliance with these practical
gu'dss will eliminate most of the unnecessary or avoidable difficulti•s which are repeated
so many times in evaluation procedures.

Other practical considerations, such as degree of end-fixity of the beams, and
eccentric loading (producing torsion), may be very important factors In the actual per-
formance of the beatm. The glib assumption of a fixed-end beam may not be so easy to
attain in the actual equipment and, if overlooked, a modification during testing might be
necessary to achieve this, by the introduction of a doubler, or stiffener, ur gusset con-
nections to the side panel of the equipment.



APPENDIX B
Dynamic Load Factor

This material on the dynamic :esponse of single-degree-of-freedom systems to
simple shock motions is taken from the David W. Taylor Model Basin Report 481, entitled
"Edfects of Impact on Simple Elastic Structures" by J. M. Frankland.

All structures possess many degrees of freedom, but frequently one is so preponderant
as to determine the behavior of the system, for all practical purposes. A structure is
considered here which possesses a single degree of freedom; it is exemplified by a rigid
mass, supported without friction or dam, attached to an inertialess spring, as shown in
Fig. Bla.

Figure Bib illustrates the case of static loading on this system, in which the force
Pocauses a displacement of the mass M and a shortening of the spring by the amount xo.
When the application of the force or load P is a function of time, as in Fig. Bic, dynamic
loading occurs; the displacement x and the spring force S can then be conveniently related :I
to the corresponding values for static loading by the use of certain nondimensional ratios.

"Gids f/elfln S•m -7Pw t ni t

ond ore zontal tyat W W f

MaioM P w PO

Spt"'q of I

(a) System having one degree (b) System showing static (c) System showing dynam-
o~f freedom diaplacement x. of the ic displacement x of the

mass by a steady force mass by a distuirbing force
P0  ~P whose peak value isP

PO 0

P'ig. Bl - Undamped elastic system

The ratio between the applied force P at any moment during the dynamic loading
period and the maximum value of the force Po applied to the system is designated as the
disturbance factor, or, more briefly, the disturbance. As P never exceeds Po, the maxi-
mum value of this facto: i- 1.

The static displacement c of the mass M under the ateady load Po can, as shown
in Fig. Bib, be used correspondingly as a unit of displacement. Under Sudden applica-
tion of the force, 2, the displacement rises to a dynamic value x, as in Fig. Bic; the
ratio of this dynamic displacement x to the static displacement xo is called the response
factor, or, more briefly, the response. As shown by a comparison of Figs. Blb and
•ie, the maximum value of this factor may greatly exceed 1.

As the spring reaction S is assumed to follow Hooke's law, the response factor may
be used to represent ratios of spring force, or load, as well as of displacement or defor-
mation. Thus, the reactive force S exerted by the spring at any time is the maximum

66
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force Po multiplied by the response factor at that instant. The numerical maximum of the
response factor, derived from the ratios x/x 0 or S/8 0 , is the dynamic load factor; it Is
the factor which, multiplied into the maximum load Pc, gives the maximum spring reactive
force under the dynamic condition defined by the disturbance. Whereas So always eq..als
P, I- static loading, the reactive force S exerted on and by the spring, or equivalent
supporting structure, may greatly exceed the instantaneous value of the applied load P
under dynamic loading conditions.

The factor 2, to be found in all text books on mechanics for determining the force
equivalent of a suddenly applied load, is a dynamic load factor. Knovwledge of the dynamic
load factor is a• prerequisite to the design of a structure to resist a particular shock load.

If the maximum load on the spring Is such that che elastic range of the material is not
exceeded, the stress in the spring will be at all times proportional to the reactive force S.
Since it has previously been shown that the ratio S/So is equal to the ratio x/xo, the response
factor, expressed by the latter ratio, can also be used as a ratio of stresses in the spring
material. Since the spring shown in Fig. BI can be replaced by an equivalent elastic
structure having one degree of freedom, such as a long, slender beam, it can be said
that the maximum value of the response factor, which is equal to the d';i'amic load factor,
gives the ratio of maximum stress in the beam under the shock or impait load to the
stress set up in the berun by a stattc load P0 equal to the peak load P in the shock pulse,
i. e., under the shock loading conditions.

Calculation of the response factor for several types of disturbance shows that the
rate of application of the load and the duration of the load aru of primary importance in a
determination of the stresses setup in any particular structure. If the load is instan-
taneously applied, and remains constant for a duration e':ceeding h.f the natural period T
of vibration of the st'ucture, the dynamic factor is 2; .,at Is, stresses are double those
obtained on applying this load longer than is required to give the mass M in Fig. B1 a dis-
placement of xo, or to push it to a greater displacement v, Rnd h•..c ft return to its initial
position as shown in Fig. Bla, as it will do under the influence of a maximum reactive
force S much greater than P. If the duration tI falls below T/2, then in all cases the
dydamic load factor decreases from 2 to 0 as the ratio t,/T drops to zero.

If the load is not instantaneously applied, and if the time of rise to to peak load is
less than one fourth the natural period T of the structure (Fig. B2), then very nearly the
maximum effect due to rate of application of load is realized; this is because the mass
M In Fig. B1 is travelling to the left for more than the entire duration of the increasing
push exerted by the load. As to becomes larger than T/4, the dynamic load factor pro-
gressi-ely decreases.

For a disturbance similar to the first half-cycle of a sine wave (Fig. B3), the largest
dynamic load factor is for a duration t, of about one natural period, %herL 'tip increase
in stresses over the corresponding case of stat. '-,ading is about 75 perce,... the
type of disturbance caused by gun blast (Fig. B4), it be assumed that the load. -es
instantaneously to its maximum, the dynamic load factor begins to decrease m;...ced.y if
the duration of positive pressure falls below about 4T. However, if the rise Is not
instantaneous (Fig. B5), increasing to its maximum in the time to, then the dynamic Jr,-1
factor decreases at a rate determined by the ratios to/T and t1 /T.
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